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“Quietest people have the loudest minds” 
-Stephen Hawking- 
 
“Expectation is the root of all heartache” 
-William Shakespeare- 
 
 “This land can offer something else than pain” 
-Achilles Davenport (Assassin‟s Creed 3)- 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Dicky Alvian Febrayadi. 2017. A Sociolinguistics Study of Register In “In the Heart of 
the Sea” Movie.Thesis.English Letters Study Program, Islamic Education and Teacher 
Training Faculty. 
Advisor : Nur Asiyah, S. S., M. A 
Key Words : Sociolinguistics, Social Identities, Register, Film, In the Heart of the 
Sea. 
 This study is an application of sociological approach that is related with register 
utterances on the movie dialogue In the Heart of the Sea. The objectives of the study are 
to find social identities, situation types and function of register utterance on In the Heart 
of the Sea. 
 The object of the data is the dialogues of In the Heart of the Sea‟s character. It 
was published by Warner Bros. Pictures Masterpiece in 2015. Data were collected by 
process of analyzing and giving codes to the data as its identity and as categorized as 
classification. The instrument of the research is the researcher himself and supporting 
devices and equipment. The research uses descriptive qualitative method that the process 
are observing certain phenomenon, gathering data, analyzing data and categorizing data. 
Then, researcher uses trustworthiness of the data in seeking credibility and transferability. 
 The result of the research, researcher found total of 69 data. This research results 
that there are 13 characters that categorized into 4 groups of social identities, whalers, 
board members, Chase‟s family and story source, from 5 functions of register utterances 
of formal, consultative, casual, intimate and frozen, there are only 41 formal functions, 20 
consultative functions and 8 casual data. There are field, mode and tenor on situation 
types where 1 type of field found, 1 type of mode found and 45 formal tenor found along 
24 informal tenor found. Crucial characters social identities that revealed from the movie. 
There are whalers, which categorized into a few positions as captains, first mate, second 
mate and harpooners. Then there are board members of the company and the patron of the 
company. The last, the most essential identities in the movie, are the novel writer and the 
landlord as the subject. Formal function is the most performed function for most 
conversations are orders and instruction by superiors to inferiors. Consultative functions 
occurred in discussion conversation which speakers expect feedback from listener and in 
discussion conversation. It is considered as two ways of communication. Then casual 
functions are occurred within non formal situations among fellow whalers. Stands among 
other previous studies that researcher consider as role research, this research tend to give 
additional results of register study and knowledge about sociolinguistics approach in 
register. By giving new results of research, this thesis can be other role for further 
research with similar analysis about register. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the study 
Human are social being which means they are created to live side 
by side for they cannot live by their own. Due this necessity, human are 
pushed to create a way to interact to each other for comply their need of 
communication. Communication is an essential part of human interaction. 
It was created in various ways and develops in many ways. Within 
communication development, it produces heterogeneous languages which 
its development depend on geographical situations and conditions. 
According to Chaer (2004: 14),  
“Secara tradisional kalau ditanyakan apakah bahasa itu, 
akan dijawab bahwa bahasa adalah alat untuk berinteraksi 
atau alat untuk berkomunikasi, dalam arti, alat untuk 
menyampaikan pikiran, gagasan, konsep, atau juga 
perasaan”. 
It is impossible to maintain communication without the knowledge 
of the function of language itself. Language is one way of human 
interaction or communication to deliver information, intentions, thoughts, 
ideas, concepts or feelings of the speaker to the listener and have particular 
influences to others which shown by the speaker to make listener 
understand speaker‟s points and aims. By that, the same understanding of 
language is important to initiate two (or more) ways of communication 
between speaker and listener. 
The fact is that language development is affected by the application 
of language by society in various conditions, the rarely the language used 
 
 
 
 
by the society, the harder the language can develop and spread, otherwise, 
the frequent the language used, the easier the language can develop and 
spread. Cited by Sumarsono (2002: 285), Franz Bopp stated that 
“Bahasa dipandang sebagai benda alam yang organis, 
yang dibentuk berdasarkan hukum – hukum pasti, 
berkembang karena mempunyai prinsip internal dalam 
hidupnya, dan perlahan – lahan mati karena bahasa tidak 
lagi memahami dirinya sendiri”. 
This is why language can be a delicate matter; since it can extinct if 
the speaker of certain language is no more. Although society seldom aware 
of that, but existence of a language is depend on them how they treat the 
language itself. Often that society used one language what they think more 
sophisticated than the old ones. The development also depends on 
geographic field that can be vary then gives different result of 
development itself. On one case where cold in Semarang region often use 
“atis” to refer the condition while in Salatiga used “adem”. In fact 
Semarang and Salatiga are only separated by an hour by car. 
Certain society circumstances are able make language develop 
from one stage to whether higher or lower stage due different application 
of a language. Language can reveals the differences in social identities that 
exist in the society where the conversation taken place. Social identities 
also reveal someone‟s position in the society. Guessing their behavior in 
some circumstances through how the way they are talking to other in a 
conversation. Various ways of speaking indicate different background of 
each person that involved in the conversation. 
Different societies might produce different language due the 
difference of social status, age, job, education, culture or environment. 
 
 
 
 
There are various factors and reasons that cause the variation of language 
that grows and develops in society due the outcome of the interaction. 
Then also the produced language often gives similar utterances but 
different concepts and also the other around which cause two ways 
interaction needed a clear concept and context if that happens an 
interaction which performed by two individuals who have different society 
background. 
According to Wardhaugh (2006: 52), “Registers are sets of 
language items associated with discrete occupational or social groups. 
Surgeons, airline pilots, bank managers, sales clerks, jazz fans, and pimps 
employ different registers”. As register can be found in formal or informal 
occupations, there are always registers that are being used to 
communicating to each member of occupancy for efficiency and 
effectiveness purposes on work field. It is interesting to observe the 
utterances that are performed to understanding the real message in it. 
Researcher comes to know that utterances are also considered as tool to 
understand the society conditions. This thesis is an elaboration of register 
performed within “In the Heart of the Sea” movie. The found data also 
expected to clarify the social status among the speakers, which are diverse 
one another. 
Register commonly used by specific groups of professionals or 
experts or a group of people who deals with a same field of expertise or 
knowledge in a certain range of time, in order to communicate with their 
group members who involved in the conversations accurately and 
 
 
 
 
efficiently. Each member of the professionals or expertise group 
considered to be understand other‟s intention in communication because of 
they have share the same knowledge, experience, and interests which they 
acquired inside the field they dealing with, and sometimes their time that 
spent inside the group affect their understanding of register.  
Through a register analysis, this thesis shows some components 
that identified in the data source such contextual characteristics in 
registers, situational characteristic in registers and functional 
characteristics in registers and conventional association characteristics 
between context characteristics and situational characteristics in registers. 
There are context markers, which are distinctive linguistic features found 
in only particular register. For example, green hand means new recruit. In 
the movie, new whalers would be called as green hand which means they 
are on their first voyage to the sea on the ship and being part of the ship‟s 
crew. This utterance used by other senior crew or the first mate to a boy 
who will experience his first voyage for whale oil. If this utterance used 
outside of these seamen environment, it will cause misunderstanding or 
confusion such if this utterance used in trading environment due inside this 
environment green hand will be interpreted literally which somebody‟s 
hand is green for paint or other reason. Situational and functional 
characterizations should able to describe specification of similarities and 
differences among registers that used in a particular certain field tenor, 
mode and many varieties like spoken and written, formal and informal, 
 
 
 
 
conversations, narratives, essay, fictions and even a headlines in a 
newspaper. 
Register occurs on many field in society‟s life and always 
developing due language is not a static object. It always grows and spread 
in society, although register only develops inside various different society 
or community. Such whaler environment, many register that they use in 
their environment and the register does not apply outside the environment. 
The examples are such green hand, green horn, wharf, captaincy, first 
mate, ground tier casks and off – islands, these utterances are found inside 
the dialogue of the movie. If these register used outside the community, it 
possibly occur misunderstanding and misinterpreting by listener. But of 
course sometimes happens that on outside of the community occurs that 
the listener know the concept of the speaker due the listener has the same 
experience or background like the speaker. 
In the movie, which has varied of social backgrounds and 
identities, registers often occur within the dialogue of the seamen. The 
most performed register is the dialogue of the first mate to the captain, 
second mate and the seamen aboard the ship. Within this movie that has 
middle age whale oil seamen setting, researcher easily gathers the data 
found inside it. Different social background and identities provide 
researcher with enormous amount of case sample. Here bellow is an 
example of conversation from characters inside “In the Heart of the Sea” 
movie”. Conversation between Herman Melville and Thomas Nickerson 
 
 
 
 
whom both were whalers, new recruitment in their times, and now have 
chosen different occupations. 
Melville (M) : (Novel writer) 
Nickerson (N) : (Lanlord) 
M : I neglected to mention it in my letter, but I was a whaler 
once. One trip, I mean. green hand. 
N : So, you‟ve seen it all. My wife read your books. She 
enjoyed them. 
M : I‟m happy to hear it. I‟ve had good sales. And I think this 
story could surpass the success of even my first novel, 
which did quite well. 
N : Another of your seafaring yarns? Have you read 
Hawthorne, Mr. Melville? Now there‟s a writer. Great 
writer. 
M : He is. But he is not here. And I am. For my own particular 
reason. 
N : I will tell you of the Essex. I believe you will be 
disappointed. But every word I say will be true. Story of the 
Essex is the story of two men. Captain George Pollard and 
his first mate, Owen Chase. 
(Example.1.1) Movie Conversation 
Taken from Example.1.1, there are a few utterances that are 
performed by speakers. The utterances delivered with intentions of each 
speaker and each listener understands the concepts and meanings of each 
utterances. The utterance green hand means new recruitment of ship crew 
who sail for first time in common field it refers hands that colored green, 
and the last is first mate means captain‟s direct inferior, in common field it 
refers to UK‟S informal form of friend which means the first friend. 
 
 
 
 
In fact, every social setting has its own register and function to 
communicate among the member of the society. Family, school, office, 
public, restaurant and many other setting have their register that may if the 
register used outside of the setting may cause confusion to the other. Each 
of register and its function are vary depend on the purpose of the speaker 
and the context that apply that moment. It is interesting to understand the 
real meaning of each utterance that comes up in various settings. When a 
word or utterance used in a setting it may has an exact meaning, but when 
it used in different setting it may has a complete different meaning. 
Other example of registers that are found and observed by 
researcher himself is registers of community of reptile keepers named 
Genetic, originated from Sragen, Central Java. Within this community, the 
members are aware of contexts and concepts that are performed by others 
and lead them into the same understanding of what are they talking about. 
Here is a conversation among members of Genetic and a non member: 
 
Tedy (T) : (one of the long – stayed members) 
Bima (B) : (2017 Genetic leader) 
Al (A)  : (non community member) 
 
T : Wah, musim iki telure angel kih. 
B : Lha ngopo bang? Goro – goro musim hujan yo? 
T : He‟em koyone, suhune ekstrim termasuk. 
B : Iyo sih, red nggonku juga netes Cuma beberapa soko 25 
telur loh. 
A : Lah udah ovule belom mas? 
T : Uwes kok, banget malah, wes tak campur beberapa hari 
juga. 
 
 
 
 
A : Ngko ternyata durung ngelock? 
T : Mboh nek kui, hehehe. 
B : yo nek misal nelur mudah – mudahan ora slack wae koyo  
  nggonku. 
(Example.1.2) Actual Conversation 
As we can see, within the conversation there are some utterances 
that are used by the speakers and those speakers understand each other and 
there is none of misunderstanding among them due they have the same 
experience and knowledge about reptiles. The field of reptiles are may 
vary but there is a proof that with the same experience and knowledge and 
also understand the contexts and concepts that are laid around the 
conversation it is not a hard thing to understand what are the ideas of the 
speakers. Here is the reference of the utterances that are performed by 
speakers, red means red iguana, in common field it refers to color, then 
ovul is referred to ovulation which is one condition which female reptiles 
are ready to be mated by males, in common field it refers to female part of 
plant to develop seeds, next is ngelock which is one condition that male 
and female reptiles are being kept inside the same cage and mating, in 
common field it refers to key or padlock and the last is slack which means 
condition of infertile eggs due some reasons, in common field it refers to 
loose or not tight. 
The functions, purposes and intentions are cannot be apart from 
culture, which vastly affects language. Not only in a country but other 
countries also have register that culture has influence towards language. 
The effects are including meanings and settings. Culture is one of many 
factors that cause diversity of language use and context. Habits and way of 
 
 
 
 
life of a culture lead a different usage of language or register in the 
interaction. That is one of reasons why researcher analyzes register beside 
to distinguish utterances whether included into register. Today‟s 
community often creates and uses utterances inside their community. And 
often that similar community but different culture use and understand 
different usage of utterances. For example, in the movie the Nantucket 
whaler met Mexican whaler, they did not have much conversation though, 
which perhaps they know some utterances, but different language, with 
similar purposes. 
The purpose of this research is that researcher wants to distinguish 
which utterances that are considered into register and which utterances that 
are not. Due the field of register is vast and fascinating to observe and 
learn about it, researcher conduct a research entitled A Sociolinguistics 
Study of Register In “In the Heart of the Sea” Movie. 
 
B. Limitation of the study 
This study only deals with register which shown in “In the Heart of 
the Sea” movie and anything related to the speaker‟s identities and 
backgrounds. Researcher only uses sociolinguistics theories regarding to 
register. With fully consideration, researcher claims that this movie 
contains register data that are needed to complete this research. The 
collected data was only taken after deeply analysis from the dialogues, 
texts, subtitles, and the script of the movie itself. Researcher focused only 
in dialogues, supported by subtitle form also, that are performed by the 
 
 
 
 
characters along the movie. Researcher only analyzes characters and 
dialogues which use and embed register utterances. 
 
C. Formulation of the problem  
There are some problems which researcher wants to delve more 
about register in “In the Heart of the Sea”. The problem divided into three 
question bellow. 
1. What are social identities that revealed from the characters in “In the 
Heart of the Sea” movie? 
2. What are the function of register used by addressor and addressee in 
“In the Heart of the Sea”? 
3. What are situation types of register found in “In the Heart of the Sea”? 
 
D. Objectives of the study 
1. Explaining social identities of the characters revealed in “In the Heart 
of the Sea”. 
2. Finding and explaining function of register used by addressor and 
addressee in “In the Heart of the Sea”. 
3. Explaining situation types of register used in “In the Heart of the Sea”  
 
E. Benefits of the study 
Multiple results of actions are expected from a research which reaches 
its conclusion. This sociolinguistics research result is expected to trigger 
both theoretical and practical actions in order to expand knowledge of 
 
 
 
 
sociolinguistics, especially register for that matter. Below are benefits of 
this research that are expected to be as outcome: 
1. Theoretically 
Readers can understand and elaborate what register is in 
sociolinguistic scope and define register into correct definition. 
Understand how register occur in sequent from the beginning to the final 
phase that utterance considered as register is expected to judge this 
research has reach credible result. Elaborate their understanding about few 
definitions which contained within this research according to experts 
especially about register and understand deeper about the definition for 
further research to advance result of the similar field. 
This research is expected to give clear clues consider about 
register. Readers are expected to be able to distinguish each definition of 
experts to avoid confusion due there are some definition which used in this 
research. Due vary of definitions, readers are hopefully understand that 
each definition may slightly differ to categorize whether utterance is 
register. 
2. Practically 
Readers can differ some utterances into whether register or not in 
many platform, written or spoken. Also they know the purpose of 
particular register that are spread onto multiple fields of community. 
Readers can also easily recognize utterance is a register or not depend on 
situation and utterance usage in time and place. 
 
 
 
 
Readers can apply the information contained in this research on the 
various situation of direct conversation or communication. In real time 
conversation readers can easily detect a register that is being used by 
speaker of certain field or concept, and if possible, readers are able to 
understand the utterances. Due today society has multiple field and 
community, understand the knowledge of register may help them to 
overcome difficulties that perhaps arise before readers in real 
conversations. 
 
F. Key terms 
To give a clear context about what is meant by the title of this 
research and to give basic knowledge of the topic. Below are provided 
definitions of some terms related to the research. 
1. Sociolinguistics 
According to Wardhaugh (2006: 119), “sociolinguistics is the 
study of language use within or among groups of speakers”. Then 
according to Florian Coulmas (1998: 1), “Sociolinguistics is concerned 
with describing language use as a social phenomenon and, where 
possible, it attempts to establish causal links between language and 
society, pursuing the complementary questions of what language 
contributes to making community possible and how communities 
shape their languages by using them”. Then according to Corder 
(1973: 81), “The study of language as social phenomenon, as an event, 
similarly was part of general sociology and the descriptive categories 
 
 
 
 
used to account for language, social structure, culture, status, role, 
were used in general sociological descriptions of human society”. 
2. Social identities 
Stated by Hogg and Abrams, cited by Burke (2009: 225), “Social 
identity is a person‟s knowledge that he or she belongs to a social 
category or group”. Then again, according to Sarbin and Allen, cited 
by Stephen Worchel (1998: 1), “Belonging to a group or to a given 
social category is the most important. Social identity is codified as the 
part of the self which refers to cognitions ensuing from ecological 
positions”. Then according to Trudgill (1974: 14), “For whenever we 
speak we cannot avoid giving our listeners clues about our origins and 
the sort of person we are, our accent and our speech generally show 
what part of the country we come from, and what sort of background 
we have, we may even give some indication of certain of our ideas 
and attitudes, and all of this information can be used by the people we 
are speaking with to help them formulate opinion about us”. 
3. Register 
According to Cristal, cited by Biber (1994: 4), “register refers to a 
variety of language defined according to its use in social situations”. 
Later, according to Biber (1994: 20), “A communication situation that 
occurs regularly in a society (interns or participants, setting, 
communicative functions and so forth) will tend over time to develop 
identifying markers of language structure and language use, different 
from the language of other communication situation”. 
 
 
 
 
4. Films 
According to Career Development and Employment (2011: 1), “As 
an art of audio – visual storytelling, film is a medium of 
communication rich with social implications, created within different 
social, historical and cultural contexts”. 
According to Cambridge Dictionaries, film defined as a series of 
moving pictures, usually shown in a cinema or on television and often 
telling a storytelling. While on Oxford Dictionaries, film defined as a 
story or event recorded by a camera as a set of moving images and 
shown in a cinema or on television. 
5. In the Heart of the Sea 
“In The Heart of The Sea” is a movie based on Nathaniel 
Philbrick‟s book entitled “In the Heart of the Sea” which inspired by 
Herman Melville‟s Moby Dick, published in 1851 during American 
Renaissance, taken from the last survivor of the event‟s point of view. 
It was released on December 11, 2015. With 121 minutes duration, it 
is a biographical historical movie about whaling ship‟s ambition of 
whale oil, The Essex. The Essex was an American whaling ship from 
Nantucket, Massachusetts with 87 feet 7 inches length and 36 feet 6 
inches from the bottom to the beam. Captain George Pollard Jr. and 
Owen Chase, who had been promised as the captain of the ship before 
if he had brought home two thousand barrels whale oil, were led the 
seamen crew onto vast ocean for whales. And then, once they discover 
hundreds of whales on the equator, later they hunted them down. The 
 
 
 
 
Essex was hit and its entire haul sank by a peculiar gigantic odd white 
sperm whale which apparently protecting and avenged other whales 
that caught and murdered by those seamen. In the act of survival these 
seamen have to ration their depleted food and less fresh water in three 
small whale boats and even execution of abomination is one of 
choices to stay alive in their survival on the ocean. Stranded on an 
empty island and eat raw food then built back their boats to find a way 
back home. This story was told by Thomas Nickerson the greenhorn 
of The Essex and the last survivor of her. 
  
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Theoretical description 
Within this study, researcher conducted a sociolinguistics research. 
It is a research about variety of language inside a group of seamen. Variety 
of language that found will be considered as register. There are some 
theories that related to this research and will be used to support 
researcher‟s opinions and findings on registers that found in “In the Heart 
of the Sea”. 
1. Social Identities 
According to Tajfel, as cited by Peter J. Burke (2006: 113), 
defined that is “Social identities as “the individual‟s knowledge that 
he belongs to certain group membership”. A social group can be noted 
that the members have similar attitudes, reactions, beliefs, values, 
behavior, style, speech variation, knowledge and many other aspects. 
 According to Hogg and Abrams, as cited by Stets and Burke 
(2000: 225), stated that “The social categories in which individuals 
place themselves are parts of a structured society and exist only in 
relation to other contrasting categories (for example, black vs. white); 
each has more or less power, prestige, status, and so on”. Every 
individual needs to admit that they are to belong into a social group to 
make clear their positions in the society. Different social group may 
have different effect to other group and to the member that are 
included in the group. For example one group may have power but the 
 
 
 
 
other group has a prestige that even power cannot bother their 
business. 
According to Goffman, as cited by Richard Jenkins (2014: 97), 
“Social identities is the set of identification that are immediately 
apparent on first meeting another: gender, for example, approximate 
age, occupations, perhaps even something character based on 
behavioral signals”. Social identities can led anyone to an assessment 
on what identities an individual employed. Language that the 
individual used also can reveal which is social group they are belong, 
each social group has particular ways of communication behavior 
which distinguished them from other group. 
Based on the statements above, it can be concluded that social 
identities are individual‟s consciousness for their needs of being 
recognized as part of a group or society which helps them to fit in 
within their roles in the group or society. This consciousness affects 
their behavior inside and outside the group or society and also this can 
be parameters for other individuals to asses which group or society 
they are belong or come from. Social identities also give some effects 
to individual‟s expectation of how they willing to be treated by others 
and how they can treat other by their identities. With social identities, 
individual can use it for a guideline of their behavioral based on their 
identity of certain group or society, place them in certain position in 
society structure and aware of the expected outcome from them by 
other individuals in society. 
 
 
 
 
2. Language Variation, Register and  Functions 
Register utterances are used in many settings of social and 
speakers which give it various contexts and situations in its usage and 
included into language variation. Various applications of utterances 
and intention of the utterances are reasons utterances have to analyzed 
clearly to avoid confusions when compared one scope to other scopes. 
Variations occurs when different ways of speaking one language by 
different speakers. Along to argot and jargon, register has particular 
characteristic which register utterances can be applied in many scopes 
and fields with vary meaning of each utterance. Argot has exclusive 
characteristic where argot utterances lead to confusion when it used 
outside certain group which invented the utterance. Jargon also has 
exclusive characteristic where jargon utterances are only used in 
certain scopes and fields. 
According to Bourdieu, cited by Coupland (2007: 85), “This 
particular elaboration which tends to give discourse its distinctive 
properties, is a being-perceived which exists only in relation to 
perceiving subjects, endowed with the diacritical dispositions which 
enable them to make distinctions between different ways of saying, 
distinctive manners of speaking”. Different ways of speaking tend to 
show that individual background can be different in using one 
language. It shows various manners and perceive by one individual. 
The ways of speaking also give listener information of situation that 
 
 
 
 
occurred in the conversation by speaker which gives clues about 
directions of conversation, situations and also contexts. 
Again, according to Bourdieu, cited by Coupland (2007: 85), 
“Expressing the interests of particular social classes but also serving 
the interests of the social actors whose voices express them”.  
Different ways of speaking can give information about social classes 
of the speakers and also intention of the speakers by observing how 
the way they express when they speak. Variation of language gives 
much information about the speakers themselves which used to 
understand more about conversation that occurred. Register included 
into variation due utterances which used in one society can be 
different when used in other society and variation scope occurred 
when different ways of using utterances in many situations. 
According to Biber (1995: 1) “Register is used as a cover term 
for any variety associated with particular situational contexts or 
purposes”. The main aspect of register is context. Where and when 
register utterances used by speaker determined the register utterances 
itself. Vary of conversations taken place by speakers and listeners 
constructs different register utterances also. The purposes of 
utterances depended on the speakers in certain field or scope. 
Again, according to Biber (1995: 314). “Registers are identified 
and defined in situational rather than in linguistic terms. That is, even 
though register distinctions have strong linguistic correlates, they are 
defined on the basis of situational characteristics such as the relations 
 
 
 
 
among participants, the production circumstances, and the major 
purposes and goals of communication”. Aspects that influence 
utterances are situations, participants and also goals. It can be 
observed by seeing the speakers and what is they intend to reach by 
using the utterances. Listeners expected to understand by seeing the 
contexts and situations which occurred at the moment conversation 
taken place. 
According to Penalosa (1981: 97), “Register is meant a variety 
of language considered appropriate for a particular type of situation. 
Thus, different kinds of register are expected in, say, a church sermon, 
a diplomatic encounter, a family dinner, a sport broadcast, or a pair of 
lovers billing and cooing. The type of language appropriate to one of 
these situations might be insulting, amusing, ludicrous, or confusing if 
used under different circumstances. Ordinarily, the varieties in 
question will be in styles, but under certain condition different 
language or dialects will be used”. Certain situation of a conversation 
often gives a different meaning effect to an utterance that used by 
speaker to audience due to usage of the utterance itself can be vary 
depend on the knowledge from both of speaker and audience. Due this 
condition, register is divided into five groups which are formal 
register, consultative register, casual register, intimate register and 
frozen register. By using these group‟s definitions, this research can 
give more detailed results in the conclusion. 
 
 
 
 
Emphasizes on Indah Tri Kurniawati‟s thesis, Finch (2000) 
classifies the register into five classifications of functions as 
mentioned above. Finch gives distinguished classification of the 
function of the register, which can be used as parameter of which 
function of an utterance can be concluded. Along to Finch, there is 
Martin Joos (1967) who describes speech style similar to register 
function which his classifications are similar to Finch. The five 
classifications according to Finch and Joos are as follows. 
a. Formal Register 
“Formal register is a register which has two characteristics, 
i.e. formal and discursive. It is usually used by lecture, preaches, 
and judges. The features of this register are complex structure, 
simple vocabulary and natural intonation” (Finch. 2000: 234). 
This register found within a conversation which involving 
one way communication that speakers do not expect an immediate 
feedback and a conversation which involving discussions, 
conversation which have one or all of these characterizations to 
include into this function. The formality of the situation when the 
register performed is one aspect to notice for it is the most easy to 
notice. Just as Finch says, formal situation of teachers, lecturers, 
speeches, preaches and judges are example of speakers that this 
register function commonly found. 
“Formal style is generally used in formal situation, where 
there is the least amount of shared background and the 
 
 
 
 
communication in this style is largely one way with little or no 
feedback from the audience” (Joos, 1967: 154). 
Register can be found in the most rigid way and with its 
own characteristics which has to be noticed carefully. If we even 
slightly misplaced our attention to speaker then it can be hard for 
us to keep ourselves in the context of the conversation due less and 
even no feedback from them and other audience. The most 
common register found within education situation, religious 
situation, institution situation, political situation and more. 
b. The Consultative Register  
“The consultative register is a kind of formal register. It is 
used in dialogue and conversation with a stranger and small group 
in discussion moment. The language used in consultative register 
completes grammatical form, major sentences, and core vocabulary 
items, slang, clear pronunciation, and friendly intonation” (Finch. 
2000: 234). 
Consultative register similar to formal register for it 
commonly found in a discussion conversations but it situations are 
less formal. Moreover, the different also this function expect 
immediate feedback. Even the situation is a little bit formal, but the 
most noticeable aspects are the speakers discussing and using 
friendly intonation. 
 
 
 
 
“Consultative style is that shown our norm for coming to 
term with strangers who speak our language but whose personal 
stock of information may be different” (Joos, 1967: 154).  
Commonly is used to talking to stranger, to talking to work 
place colleague, a group discussion which formed by a moderator, 
doctor listening to their patients and perhaps expert to apprentice. 
The participants often do not know one another or perhaps already 
know but do not get along too often. Apparently, they choose to use 
the basic grammatical sentences and intonations to deliver their 
intention to avoid misunderstanding due lack of information of 
people they are talking to. 
c. The Casual Register 
“The casual register is a register that it used as an easy 
conversation among friends” (Finch. 2000: 235).  
It depends on closeness inside the relationship to make the 
register they are used reach the same meaning when it is used. The 
utterance that categorized as casual register often has completely 
different meanings and purposes based on group that used this type 
of register utterances. 
“Casual style is style used among friends and co-workers 
when an informal atmosphere is appropriated and desired such as 
outside the classroom where students have a chat” (Joos, 1967: 
154).  
 
 
 
 
The use of ellipsis and slangs are intense among 
participants, however the rate of misunderstanding is low within 
communications among them. “Those are your father‟s words, they 
are not yours” become “Those are your father‟s words, not yours” 
is an example of ellipsis. While green horn used instead of new 
crew is an example of slang. 
We know that we used casual language in mostly of our 
conversation with friends and relatives who are close to us. 
Whether within the conversation contains uncommon words or 
structures, these utterances have its own meaning when this group 
talking to others. It may bring issues when people who are not 
close to this friends or relatives due different interpretation of 
utterances that are used. 
d. The intimate Register 
“The register that is used by people who know each other 
very well, such as spouses. The characteristics of language used in 
intimate register is non-verbal communication (shrugs, and groans) 
private vocabulary, reduced in range special meaning, nonsense 
word, heavy use of stress and intonation, sometimes exaggerated, 
dialect, broader dialect” (Finch. 2000: 235). 
A private conversation between husband and wife or best 
friends which contains their own meaning in the utterances they 
used. Intimate register does not intended to other people who only 
know speaker from work or stranger due it may rise confusion of 
 
 
 
 
perspective by the listener. This register commonly found in a 
really close relationship and even a romantic relationship and it 
means that this register is exclusive to other people. 
“Intimate style is an utterance that avoids giving the 
addressee information outside the speaker‟s skin” (Joos, 1967: 
154). Commonly used by exclusive relationship among speakers, 
this means such friends, lovers and family member are individuals 
which often use this type. The real intention often conveyed within 
this register is excluded for public or other people. Intentions 
within conversation are understood only by those participants who 
have close relationship. 
We can consider this register as private due this is 
commonly used by who we call husband and wife, couples or 
lovers and very close friends. This register is not suitable for 
formal situation due this occasionally contains private intention 
and meaning between these particular people, which may brings 
uncomfortable feeling if the utterances are heard by other people.  
e. The Frozen Register 
“Frozen Register is usually used in literary regions, and 
legal work. The characteristics of frozen register are the sentence 
structural often archaic, archaic vocabulary and neutral 
Indonesian” (Finch. 2000: 235). 
Almost similar to formal register, but frozen register are 
often found within written works, bible, bibliographic reference, 
 
 
 
 
medical guides or laws, but are delivered to listeners by stated 
them. This register are may found often used by society of certain 
field but it rarely and even never changes for the usage is really 
stringent. To understand this register further knowledge of the 
utterance is necessary to avoid confusion of it usage. 
“Frozen style is a style, which is intended to be 
remembered and used in very formal setting such as in palace, 
church ritual, speech for state ceremony, and some other occasions. 
This style involves very large group of people whose members are 
known to one another” (Joos, 1967: 154). 
The situation of this register is really formal and rarely 
modified by people. The construction of the utterances in the 
sentences also may last years without changes. It is normally a 
written text which read by speaker in a certain situation and context 
which is really formal, such sequence of national flag ceremony 
and du‟a prayers. 
 
From Finch‟s and Joos‟s classifications above, it can be concluded 
that register function can be seen through situation when and where 
the utterances performed inside a conversation. As we have to be 
aware of the requirement of each classification to determine which 
classification utterance should be concluded, such context of 
conversations, to whom speaker talk to, relation among speaker and 
audiences and what utterance speaker used to represent their 
 
 
 
 
intentions. Register function require advanced awareness of 
knowledge about context and meaning to notice the function that 
conveyed within the conversation. Those are essential factors to 
understand real meanings and true intentions of participants of 
conversation. 
3. Register Situation Types 
According to Martin and Rose (2003), register distinguished into 
three general types or factor of dimension that affect register us by 
context situations. The context situations of register are included into 
Field, Mode and Tenor. These are variation of context situation that 
affect register in its functions. Below are the types of register 
according to Martin and Rose: 
a. Field 
“Field refers to what is happening, the nature of the social 
action that is taking place: what participants are engaged in, in 
which language figures as some essential component. It is 
concerned with generalizing across genres according to the 
domestic or institutional activity that is going on” (Martin and 
Rose, 2003: 252). 
From the statement above, field includes what is the 
speakers talk about or what are they discuss about. Also it is about 
what situation the speakers involved in. Besides, it‟s purpose of the 
speakers in a conversation also one of aspects to this type. 
 
 
 
 
“Field is what‟s going on in the situation: (i) the nature of 
the social and semiotic activity; and (ii) the domain of experience 
this activity relates to (the „subject matter‟ or „topic‟) (Halliday, 
2014: 33)” 
It is focusing on the topic which occurs in speakers 
conversations. A situation may raise a topic which speakers 
involved into. Also, by notice it topic, listener can acquire the 
purpose of a conversation which occurred. 
“Field means that the goals of the situation, or intended 
outcomes, are concerned with field, more specifically with the 
development of field, as in an „expounding‟ context where the 
speaker‟s goal might be to construe a taxonomy for the addressee, a 
classification of some classes of phenomena. When texts operate in 
such situations, they tend to be organized in terms of field – in 
terms of the structure of the field, as when a text is organized 
according to the classes of a taxonomy” (Halliday, 2014: 41). 
In other way, field is where we looking at what topics we 
are talking about, not the place. Field understanding is important to 
acquired by both speaker and listener to avoid misinterpretations 
due variation of knowledge of a field. Even if the speaker and 
listener are in the same occupation or professional field, there is 
slight chance that misunderstanding and misinterpretations occur 
for there is possibility that they have different experience or 
different flight hours. 
 
 
 
 
b. Mode 
“Mode refers to what part of language is playing, what it 
is that the participants are expecting language to do for them in the 
situation: the symbolic organization of the text, the status that it 
has, and its function in the context” (Martin and Rose, 2003: 243). 
A mode includes an action part of communications, whether 
spoken or written. How the speaker send their message is the aspect 
in mode concerned about. In a conversation, messages tend to sent 
by spoken but it does not mean that written is not used, just less 
according to situation occurs at the time. 
“Mode is what role is being played by language and other 
semiotic systems in the situation: (1) the division of labour between 
semiotic activities and social ones (ranging from semiotic activities 
as constitutive of the situation to semiotic activities as facilitating); 
(2) the division of labour between linguistic activities and other 
semiotic activities; (3) rhetorical mode: the orientation of the text 
towards field (e.g. informative, didactic, explanatory, explicatory) 
or tenor (e.g. persuasive, exhortatory, hortatory, polemic); (4) turn: 
dialogic or monologic; (5) medium: written or spoken; (6) channel: 
phonic or graphic” (Halliday, 2014: 33). 
In simply way, mode is expected action of the audiences 
after utterances are delivered. Also the way we use to deliver 
register in written or spoken form. In this case, the possibility to 
understand written form of mode is lower than spoken due we may 
 
 
 
 
not knowing who are the speaker and the listener then we cannot 
elaborate what is the intention of the text and to whom it is 
intended, except direct written form such as texting, but it does not 
mean that texting is free misunderstanding way of written form. In 
spoken form, mode‟s intention is much clearer and the possibility 
of misunderstanding is lower than written. 
c. Tenor 
“Tenor refers to who is taking a part to the nature of the 
participants, their statuses and roles; what kinds of roles 
relationships obtain, including permanent and temporary 
relationship of one kind of another, both the types of socially 
significant relationships in which they are involved” (Martin and 
Rose, 2003: 243). 
Tenor concerned to who are the speakers and listeners. 
Their position in the conversation is also the main concern in this 
type. It is mostly about the identity of the people who are in the 
conversation. Tenor reveals relationship of the participants by 
knowing who they are in the conversation. 
“Tenor is who is taking part in the situation: (1) the roles 
played by those taking part in the socio-semiotic activity – 
institutional roles, status roles (power, either equal or unequal), 
contact roles (familiarity, ranging from strangers to intimates) and 
sociometric roles (affect, either neutral or charged, positively or 
negatively); and (2) the values that the interactants imbue the 
 
 
 
 
domain with (either neutral overloaded, positively or negatively)” 
(Halliday, 2014: 33). 
As the previous statement, participant‟s identities are main 
aspect of this type. The aspects of who are the speakers and 
listeners, their social statuses and roles and their influence in the 
conversation included into tenor. Every speaker have their 
positions in a occurred conversations which means they have their 
own influence in it. 
“Tenor means that the goals of the situation, or intended 
outcomes, are concerned with tenor, more specifically with the 
relationship between speaker and addressee – with maintaining or 
changing this relationship, as when speakers try to bring their 
addressees closer to their own positions” (Halliday, 2014: 41). 
This is part of seeing to whom we talking to. We can see 
who is the listener and their connection to speaker who are present 
and participating in the conversation as well. From this part, it is 
quite important to see listener to avoid unnecessary utterances 
which may lead to confusions due the ignorance of listener. 
 
Taken from three distinguished types of register above, register is 
not only focused on the utterances that are used but also from context 
situation of the time that the utterances performed. For short, field is 
about what is happening and what is done by the participants of the 
conversation, mode is what expected effect from performed utterances 
 
 
 
 
toward audience‟s future actions after the utterances are performed 
and tenor is who talks, what their status and roles. It is essential to 
acknowledge the situation context to avoid lost of track from register 
meanings and intentions at vary moments. 
4. Meanings 
According to Geoffrey Leech (1981), there are seven types of 
meaning such conceptual meaning, connotative meaning, social 
meaning, affective meaning, reflected meaning, collocative meaning 
and thematic meaning. 
a. Conceptual meaning 
“Conceptual meaning (sometimes called „denotative‟ or 
„cognitive‟ meaning) is widely assumed to be the central factor 
in linguistic communication, and I think it can be shown to be 
integral to the essential functioning of language in a way that 
other types of meaning are not (which is not to say that 
conceptual meaning is the most important element of every act 
of linguistic communication)” (Geoffrey Leech, 1981: 9). 
Conceptual meaning refers to the meaning that uses the 
dictionary as the reference. Then the meaning of conceptual 
meaning is certain according to the dictionary. It is the real 
meaning of a word, in a way, audience‟s misinterpretation rate 
is low. The definition of utterance can be logically concluded 
by audiences without drawing wrong interpretation due the 
 
 
 
 
meaning conveyed by the utterance, delivered by speaker, has 
common intention. 
b. Connotative meaning 
“Connotative meaning is the communicative value an 
expression has by virtue of what it refers to, over and above its 
purely conceptual meaning. To a large extent, the notion of 
„reference‟ overlaps with conceptual meaning” (Geoffrey 
Leech, 1981: 12). 
There is some kind of ambiguity due there are more than 
one meaning surfaces at the same time. Due some difficulties 
in some conditions when the connotative meaning arises, 
listeners have to aware of the context and situation in order to 
find the exact meaning of the performed utterance. This 
meaning is synonymous then listener required being aware to 
speaker‟s intention and conversation‟s context, while speaker 
has to be able to deliver their intentions without giving side 
meaning to listener.  
The meaning of connotative meaning is connected to 
certain word that can be related to the word. The meaning of an 
utterance can be figured by relate the utterance to other 
reference which has close meaning to the utterance. It has 
multiple meaning according to the situation that the word used. 
Logically, audience can understand the meaning of utterance by 
 
 
 
 
knowing the other meaning an utterance contains and see the 
context of the situation that time utterance performed. 
c. Social and Affective meaning 
“Social meaning is that which a piece of language conveys 
about the social circumstances of its use. In part, we „decode‟ 
the social meaning of a text through our recognition of different 
dimensions and levels of style within the same language” 
(Geoffrey Leech, 1981: 14). 
Utterances which used by speaker then can be understand 
by listener which shows social class and social relationship of 
the speaker and the listener and the formality status which 
happens in the conversation. In other words, the utterances 
reveal the social relations and backgrounds of both speaker and 
listener. From the statement, things can be conveyed, not only 
meaning but also backgrounds of the participants, by only 
focus on utterances which used by speaker. 
“Affective meaning is only a small step reflects to the 
consideration of how language reflects the personal feelings of 
the speaker, including his attitude to the listener, or his attitude 
to something he is talking about. Affective meaning is often 
explicitly conveyed through conceptual or connotative content 
of the words used” (Geoffrey Leech, 1981: 15). 
Different stress, variation of intonations and dictions when 
the speaker uses the utterances can be a hint about the feeling 
 
 
 
 
or condition of the speaker when they speak to listener. 
Speaker explicitly exposed their feelings toward listener by 
looking at the words they used to express their feelings or 
moods. For example, taken from Leech‟s, you are a vicious 
tyrant and a villainous reprobate, and I hate you for it! It is also 
can be described as expression of emotion at the time utterance 
performed, such impolite or casual utterances to express 
displeasure or friendliness. Affective meaning also sometimes 
connected to politeness depend on the sentence that used by 
speaker. For example, taken from Leech‟s, I‟m terribly sorry to 
interrupt, but I wonder if you would be so kind to lower your 
voices a little.  
d. Reflected and Collocative meaning 
“Reflected meaning is the meaning which arises in cases of 
multiple conceptual meaning, when one sense of a word forms 
part of our response to another sense” (Geoffrey Leech, 1981: 
16). 
When two utterances have one reference, then it can be 
included into reflected meaning. Sometimes, there are words 
which used by speaker which refers to one thing, then other 
speaker used different word but refers to the exact same 
meaning. For example, taken from Leech‟s, The Comforter and 
The Holy Ghost are both referring to the third person of the 
Trinity. 
 
 
 
 
“Collocative meaning consist of the associations a word 
acquires on account of the meanings of words which tend to 
occur in its environment” (Geoffrey Leech, 1981: 17). 
Different utterances can lead into one perspective depend on 
words after the utterances performed. It may cause confusion 
due it seems wrong but actually the utterance is correct. For 
example, beautiful man is acceptable as same as beautiful 
woman. They refer to a condition of one‟s appearance. 
Collocative meaning also consist of utterances which have 
similar condition but the use of it is different. Other example, 
taken from Leech‟s, tremble and quiver mean the shake of body 
or part of body but the cause of them is different. Tremble 
caused by fear while quiver caused by excitement. 
e. Thematic meaning 
“Thematic meaning is communicated by the way in which a 
speaker or writer organizes the message, in terms of ordering, 
focus, and emphasis” (Geoffrey Leech, 1981: 19). 
Thematic meaning is about the focus of the utterance. 
Within the structure of sentence, there are active and passive 
sentences which conveyed the main message of the speaker. 
These sentences conveyed the priority of intention of the 
speaker according to which structure used by speaker. Different 
structures have different communicative values which suggest 
different context. It depends on the speaker who arranges the 
 
 
 
 
structure to convey the meaning they want to understand by 
listener. For example, taken from Leech‟s, (1) Mrs. Bessie 
Smith donated the first prize. (2) The first prize was donated by 
Mrs. Bessie Smith. These two sentences have two different 
focuses, the first is focuses on what donated by Mrs. Bessie, 
while the second focuses on who donated the prize. Its 
meanings are related to the theme of context. This kind of 
meaning needs understanding of the organization of the words. 
 
It can be concluded from the statements above that meaning is 
vary, depends on the speaker intentions and also the meaning of the 
utterance itself can contain many things. Lech classified meanings to 
distinguish that there are not only one meaning of an utterance has. 
Meaning can trigger confusion from a listener if they can not follow the 
aspects that follow the performed utterance. Meaning is essential in two 
ways communication due without know the exact meaning, 
communication can be an empty conversation without speaker and listener 
understand that their intention have been delivered to each other. From that 
condition, they cannot reach the purpose of a communication itself. 
 
B. Previous Related Studies 
There are few previous studies related to this research, which 
written by Jatmiko Tri Rahmadi on 2010 entitled “An Analysis on 
Register used by Staffs of Indonesian Red Cross Branch of Surakarta” and 
 
 
 
 
Indah Tri Kurniawati on 2012 entitled “An Analysis of Register Facebook 
Status – Comment Used By Students of English Education In State Islamic 
Institute of Surakarta” and Fajar Herviyati on 2014 graduated from The 
State Islamic University Sunan Ampel Surabaya with her thesis entitled 
“Register used by Business Community in William Shakespeare‟s “The 
Merchant of Venice”. Jatmiko analyzed register in the Indonesian Red 
Cross scope and Indah analyzed Facebook statuses and comments while 
Fajar analyzed register used in business community within “The Merchant 
of Venice” play. Those studies analyzed about the register context 
meaning, the function and situational meaning of the register in each field. 
The social condition and identities seems to be additional data for the 
analysis and to understand the circumstances of each register that is used 
in each field of expertise. And all of those three studies have major 
similarity that they are using descriptive qualitative research method. 
Jatmiko used the Indonesian Red Cross to gather register 
utterances which he later analyzed in his thesis. He used the member‟s 
communications to search register utterances as much as possible. 
Indonesian Red Cross is a humanitarian organization that its movements 
are mostly support humanity needs then its register utterances are varied 
and related into its service on assist and medical fields. 
Indah used her class Facebook group‟s statuses and comment to 
find register utterances that commonly used by Facebook users and can be 
found on users statuses and comments outside her class group. She took 
some utterances which mostly applied in written context due when those 
 
 
 
 
utterances are performed spoken it causes miscommunications. Facebook 
is a website where the users share their current thoughts in form of text, 
notes and sometimes they embedded pictures and videos with caption text, 
then of course written register utterances are overflowed. 
Fajar‟s thesis used Shakespeare‟s Merchant of Venice. The novel is 
quiet used fascinating words. He did not use all of the register utterances 
that he found, he only analyzed the register utterances within business 
community in the novel. The community of merchants of course have 
many register utterances that needed by Fajar in his thesis. 
There are differences that can be concluded from the three previous 
studies. The first one is the data that Jatmiko, Indah and Fajar used to 
complete the research. Jatmiko used Indonesian Red Cross to find data 
through conversation of the members. Mainly they used Indonesian and 
Javanese and in some case, both of the language. Indah used Facebook 
statuses and comments and Fajar used literary works of William 
Shakespeare, “The Merchant of Venice”, to gather data she required to 
fulfill the thesis. The second is that Jatmiko was concerned about the 
variety of language that is performed by the member of Indonesian Red 
Cross and identify the variation as registers. Indah focuses on slangs that 
are used by the students of English education and Fajar was focused on, 
also, register that are used in the play and identify the factors that 
influenced it and also the purpose of the using of the utterances. 
Jarmiko thesis is diverged to the other two due he used Indonesian 
Red Cross member‟s conversation which means he used spoken register 
 
 
 
 
utterances. The register utterances found within the conversations are not 
only in English utterances but also Indonesian and Javanese. Each 
language has its own utterances to delivers its intention which the meaning 
may similar among these languages. 
Indah‟s and Fajar‟s thesis were took data from written form of 
utterances. Indah search her data from online social media which the 
diversity of utterances are vastly varied. She reduces her data searching 
scope to her class group only. Within this group, she gathers some data 
from her classmate‟s statuses and comments which mean her data are 
written. Different from Jatmiko, she found abbreviations, mixed 
Indonesian English utterances and some Javanese. 
Fajar, similar to Indah which their data are written, used the 
conversation of the characters in the business community within 
Shakespeare‟s Merchant of Venice. He gathered business register 
utterances only none taken outside the conversations of the community. 
Different from other thesis, Fajar‟s data are pure English with middle age 
touch, its Shakespeare‟s after all.. 
The analysis results taken from those of works are simply 
diverged. Jatmiko found the forms of register used by Indonesian Red 
Cross and the meaning of the registers, lexical meaning and contextual. 
Indah‟s results are the Facebook users are classified into lexicological and 
morphological features. Fajar‟s research had come to conclusion with 
result that registers in William Shakespeare variety of registers found in 
“Merchant of Venice” are „according to the use‟. “It is the ways of saying 
 
 
 
 
different things and tend to differ in. In each community may have 
different register used because they have different topic and background of 
doing communication” stated from Fajar‟s in Register used by Business 
Community in William Shakespeare’s “The Merchant of Venice”. 
The findings of the study will show the form of register that is 
shown by markers of register. The characterization of utterances uses 
various words which have to be understood by learning the situation that 
apply in the time register used. These register reflect divergence in 
emotion and reference of the speaker. Not to forget that social background 
also reacts to the knowledge of the speaker. 
The focus of this research is on the register performed in “In the 
Heart of the Sea”. The object of this study chosen for this research is 
different from the previous research that must lead to the different analysis 
and result. 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Descriptive qualitative research requires collecting, analyzing and 
drawing specific conclusion from collected data to conduct proper 
research. By the way of research, researcher develops understanding of the 
study and expected able to present the research and serve enough result 
descriptively. Research has to serve deserved conclusion to achieve 
accurate and adequate description of the result of the data. 
A. Research method 
According to Denzin and Lincoln (1994: 2), “Qualitative 
researches study things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense 
of, or interpret, phenomenon in terms of the meaning people bring to 
them”. In this thesis, researcher uses descriptive qualitative research 
methodology to analyze the outcome data from the object or data source 
that researcher had chose. This method is also delivers any of all results 
that happen inside the research. Descriptive Qualitative also gives about 
comprehend data gathering, data analysis, data interpretation and 
conclusion that point to researcher‟s problem. 
This method considered as researcher‟s point of view conveyer to 
the problem and an exact way to deliver the results in the research. The 
result can be elaborated vastly and compared to researcher‟s finding 
during the research progress to give enough evidence that support 
researcher‟s conclusion. Thus, the conclusion considered as a parameter 
for further similar research in further study of register. 
 
 
 
 
According to Creswell (2009, 177), “Various research methods and 
techniques are available for interpretive studies. The researcher will select 
the best method(s) based on his/her research question: will the researcher 
study individuals (narrative, phenomenology); explore processes, activities 
and events (case study, grounded theory); or learn about the broad 
cultural-sharing behavior of individuals or groups (ethnography)”. By then 
this research uses descriptive qualitative method since researcher uses 
observation method of activities and events on broad cultural behavior of 
individuals or groups. The best methods selected by researcher are 
collects, classifies, and analyses the data in the form of words, sentence 
and utterances to be considered as found data. The data will be in form of 
sentences which later will be analyzed descriptively based on register data 
type findings and draw conclusion. 
 
B. Data and data source 
According to Berg (2007: 4) “Data are intricately associated with 
the motivation for choosing a subject, the conduct of study and ultimately 
the analysis”. What kind of data that collect in the research are depend on 
what are the primary problems that carried by the researcher. This research 
data are utterances that produced within a movie. 
According to Robinson, as cited by Bodgan and Biklen (1982: 73), 
“Data source refers to a particular phenomenon where a rough definition 
and explanation taken as data that fit into formulation”. 
 
 
 
 
Data source is where the data of research can be obtained. In this 
research, the data gathered from the data source are utterances, words and 
phrases. The utterances considered as data which means it is raw and has 
not processed into data that are needed within a research. Data source can 
be analyzed into many forms depended the problem formulation which a 
researcher conducts. It tends to be fixed and cannot be changed as it is a 
beginning of data comes from.  
Researcher chose a movie entitled “In the Heart of the Sea” as data 
source and used the data from the movie dialogue that performed inside 
this art itself which researcher considered that the movie provide 
substantial data for the purpose of this research. Apparently this movie 
serves considerable data that researcher required in order to finish this 
thesis. 
 
C. Research instrument 
According to Xu and Storr (2012, 3), “In qualitative research the 
researcher as instrument is an accepted and acceptable stance. This means 
that it is imperative that the qualitative researcher be fully aware of how 
his/her ontological and epistemological position underpins the research”. 
Researcher is essential aspect of a research due ideas and concepts are 
come from researcher‟s critic mind. The understanding of the researcher of 
a field also affects how far the research reaches. Varied knowledge of 
phenomenon distinctly differ the research among others. 
 
 
 
 
Researcher himself is the first instrument that is needed to 
complete the thesis. His intention and knowledge of the course are aspects 
that support the basis of the research. Researcher himself is the instrument 
that processes all the data and bring the outcome of it. 
To complete this thesis, no need complex equipments to collect the 
data. There are “In the Heart of the Sea” movie file, “In the Heart of the 
Sea” dialogue transcript, “In the Heart of the Sea” movie script  and of 
course a computer set and internet connection to execute this thesis for 
further information and actions which are considerably needed. 
The instruments are provided and prepared to execute this research. 
The necessary instruments are ready to use. Researcher‟s mind and 
determination are focused to the success achievement of this research. 
Researcher is fully capable in using the instruments. 
 
D. Technique of collecting data 
To find data and categorized them into categories in order to 
conduct the research, the step which necessary is collecting data. In 
collecting data, the researcher employed techniques as following steps 
according to Creswell (2009, 185 – 190): 
1. Organize and prepare the data for analysis. 
Researcher selects one of many movies that considered 
provides enough data that needed in the research. During the 
selection, researcher notes which movie that may contain 
enough register within the dialogues. Then once researcher 
 
 
 
 
found a suitable movie, which entitled “In the Heart of the 
Sea”, researcher eliminates any other source of data candidates 
to conduct a research immediately then organizes and prepares 
the data for the next step. 
2. Read through all the data.  
Researcher begins to read the movie‟s script and subtitle to 
find data that researcher needs in order to complete an aspect of 
research, the data requirement. During the movie researcher has 
to find and notes register that performed within the dialogues of 
the seamen of The Essex. 
3. Begin detailed analysis with a coding process. 
The collected data which researcher gathered through the 
movie later stored by researcher inside table that used by 
researcher to easing him to recollects data if researcher needs to 
access the data. The table is different from the previous table 
above which consist numbers, characters and social identities, 
situations, context, dialogue, five functions, three types and 
seven meanings. This table submitted to a lecturer who truly 
understands linguistics well with a purpose to validate the data 
that researcher had gathered. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The data that found within the movie put into a table such 
as: 
(Example.3.1.) Table of Gathered Data 
No. Dialogues Time 
1.  Melville: I neglected to mention it in my letter, 
but I was a whaler once. One trip, I mean. 
GREEN HAND. 
… 
Nickerson: I will tell you of the Essex. I believe 
you will be disappointed. But every word I say 
will be true. Story of the Essex is the story of two 
men. Captain George Pollard and his FIRST 
MATE, Owen Chase. 
(00,06,06 – 
00,07,29) 
 
Researcher once analyzes data with coding to gives 
segmentations among data before giving description about it. 
Coding includes collecting text or pictures, segmenting them 
and labeling them into categories with terms. The coding of the 
data appeared such as: 
Datum01/D00:07:23 – 00:07:29/CTN 
(Example.3.2.) Table of Data Categorizations 
No. Register Utterances Explanations 
1. First mate 
 
(Datum01/D00:07:23 – 
00:07:29/CTN) 
a. Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
2. Mode: Spoken 
3. Tenor: Informal 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Social 
Description: First mate in whalers field is refers to a whaler under 
the captain‟s direct command. In common way, it means first friend 
 
 
 
 
due mate is informal form of UK‟s for friend. 
 
Note: 
Datum : Number of datum. 
D : Movie duration when datum found. 
C : Character (Followed by Characters initial names) 
 
4. Use the coding process to generate a description for analysis. 
Once the data formed in the table, researcher then gives 
descriptions to the data. The purposes are to elaborate why the 
data considered into research data. The elaborations related into 
the theories which researcher uses to keep the elaboration in the 
track of research problem statements. 
5. Advance how the description will be presented in the research. 
The approach uses narrative passage to convey the finding 
in chronological events. Descriptive sentences required to give 
deeper information about the data before it presented in the 
research. Consideration of how the data presented is essential to 
deliver the main point of the research itself for reader to acquire 
concept of the research. 
6. Making an interpretation. 
To deliver “what is it in the research” is by presenting 
researcher personal interpretation in the research. By this way, 
readers acknowledge that researcher reaches the point that the 
 
 
 
 
research is considerably acquires its main intention. It is also a 
confirmation that the research has formed a conclusion. 
E. Technique of data analysis 
The collected data analyzed with descriptive analysis technique. 
The descriptive analysis technique is one of the techniques deals with 
human attitudes, object, setting of condition, thinking system or anything 
that can occurs in certain situations which affect the utterances that used 
by the speaker in form of words, not form of numbers and symbols. 
After the data is considered as enough to conduct the research, 
register data will be analyzed and described using Halliday‟s and Finch‟s 
theory. The next step is to categorizing them into what form they are in. In 
the first step of analysis, researcher analyzes and describes the social 
identities which shown by characters in the movie. The second step, the 
collected data are analyzed by register functions and elaborate the possible 
reasons of analysis. The third step, researcher analyzes the collected data 
by register types and elaborate them and the last is analyzes the collected 
data by meanings. 
 
F. Trustworthiness of data 
Any research needs validity of data that required for judging the 
data whether it can be used as research item. Without validity, the data 
could be called doubtful and it cannot be processed into the next phase of 
research. In this research the data taken from “In the Heart of the Sea”. 
 
 
 
 
According to Moleong (2001:173), “Trustworthiness of a research 
can be gained by conducting credibility, dependability, transferability, and 
conformability”. Credibility needs inquiry to reach trust level of the data, 
dependability need other related factor to measure the data, transferability 
depends on context similarity of speaker and listener then confirmability 
depend on a person which may turns objectivity – subjectivity to an ensure 
data. Researcher focuses on only credibility and transferability for data 
validation or creates trustworthiness of data  
Researcher uses investigator triangulation among other 
triangulation such source triangulation, method triangulation, theory 
triangulation, discussion triangulation, negative case triangulation, 
referential triangulation and member checking triangulation. By consulting 
to an expert, researcher is expecting a data result which can be used as 
main aspect of this research. Its purposes are to check the phenomenon of 
a field case and also to increase researcher understanding of some events. 
Researcher intended to give a validated data to present in the research in 
order to give a precise result of the final conclusions. Researcher later 
submits data of the research to one of lecturers of English Literature Study 
of the State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. The data checked and validated 
by Zaenal Mutaqien M. Hum. of English Literature department. He is a 
reliable linguistic lecturer which considered have high capability to 
validate a research data. 
The process of validation was researcher gave validation data to 
lecturer which contains dialogues and register utterances that written in 
 
 
 
 
bold and italic. Then lecturer check all the data and compared it to theories 
that used by researcher where result the data amount was decreased. The 
data was originally contains 161 register utterances from 31 dialogues, 
there are 92 register utterances that reduced from the original data 
becomes 69 register utterances from 23 dialogues and these numbers are 
valid data. 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, researcher brings up the results analysis of register 
used by seamen in “In the Heart of the Sea” movie. Researcher focuses on 
social identities of the performers of utterances that considered as register 
using theory of social identities by Goffman, register functions analysis 
using Finch‟s theories, register situation types analysis using Martin and 
Rose theories and, for additional analysis, meaning analysis using Leech‟s 
theories. 
This chapter represents the result of the analysis of the study. 
Register are found within conversation among seamen in “In the Heart of 
the Sea” and belong to some categories according to theories that are used 
by researcher to conduct this research. Communications among them are 
particularly unique, which this uniqueness rarely found in the common 
conversation. This is why “In the Heart of the Sea” contains substantial 
amount of data which suitable for the research. To show an analysis which 
is expected to uncover the register in the seamen field the year. Register 
analysis within the scope of these seamen gives understanding audiences 
distinct perception of how seamen perform their communications.  
The discussion is separated into two points, which there are 
Findings and Discussion. Each datum in the Finding section is also 
discussed and separated into social identities, register functions, register 
situation types and meaning. Then the Discussion section is discussed 
 
 
 
 
about how are the findings answers three problem statements in this thesis 
in the first place. 
To answer the first problem statement researcher analyzes the 
characters appearance and behavior in the movie and categorize them into 
some categorizations. Then to answer the next problem statement about 
register functions, researcher analyzes the collected data and proves the 
theory towards the data, and descriptive elaborations are expected to be 
made after the data analyzed. To answer register situation types researcher 
use the same steps as the previous way to solve problem statement, that is 
analyzes the data and prove the theory towards the data. To additional 
analysis about meaning, the collected data also analyzed by the theory and 
descriptive explanations are the results of analysis. 
A. Findings 
This section shows how many register found inside the movie and 
how are the circumstances of situation and context surrounding the register 
when they are performed by speaker. In the movie, there are forty nine 
conversations considered containing register in them and there are one 
hundred and fifty eight register found within forty nine conversations.  
Beside the found registers, researcher also embedded the social 
identities of the involved speakers, situations and, of course, context which 
the conversation occurs. Various circumstances happens to be the drive of 
vary kinds of register and the intention also the meaning of the register 
itself.  
 
 
 
 
From the whole movie, there are hundreds of dialogues and 
researcher has selected the dialogues which contain register. The selected 
dialogues have been stored and ready to step into the next progress, which 
is analysis step. The dialogues are vary in length and may contains more 
than one register at a time which gives advantage to researcher to claim as 
many as possible data provided. 
Researcher found multiple social identities in this movie which 
indicates individual backgrounds are variedly different in one field of 
specialization, there are many characters but only 13 characters which 
used register utterance and categorized into 4 distinct social identities. 
Despite the individual backgrounds are varied but the characters 
communications are all, or at least almost every conversation, related to 
field of work of whaler. 
a. Whalers 
First, the most obvious social identity is whaler, or we can 
say sailors that hunt whales for its oil. Characters that embed 
this identity actively are Owen Chase, George Pollard, 
Matthew Joy, Caleb Chappel, Benjamin Lawrence, Richard 
Peterson, Ramsdell, Henry Coffin and Pelaez Clemente. This 
identity has multiple levels of roles itself, such George Pollard 
is captain of the Essex and Pelaez Clemente is captain of the 
Santa Maria, Spanish whaling ship. Then direct inferior 
positions from captain are first mate and second mate which 
filled by Owen Chase and Matthew Joy. The captain can be 
 
 
 
 
spotted by the uniform he wears during the voyage while first 
mate and second mate wear tunics. Then there are whalers such 
Chappel, Lawrence, Peterson, Ramsdell and Coffin which wear 
slightly different tunic from first and second mate but there are 
some whalers that do not wear any tunic. Peterson is a few 
black whalers who board the Essex. Peterson assigned as the 
second mate‟s harpooner and Bond is the ship‟s cook. Chapel 
and Lawrence assigned as the captain‟s and first mate‟s 
harpooner and Coffin turns out is captain‟s cousin. 
b. Board members 
Next is the company‟s superior such Mason that do the 
supervising stuff of the Nantucket whale oil company. Mason 
is current board members of the company who make decision 
about the ships, company expense and on board superiors. He 
is the decision maker of the company with great influence in 
Nantucket. 
c. Chase family 
Peggy chase is obviously related to Owen Chase. She is 
Owen Chase‟s wife. She is currently pregnant and they are 
expecting their first baby. Owen convinces that the baby will 
be a daughter and at the end of the voyage he is right about the 
baby. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
d. Story source 
The last are the writer and the subject, which these are the 
most important characters without them the story would never 
happens, which filled by Thomas Nickerson and Herman 
Melville. Both of them are former whalers. Melville had 
written some novel which familiar to seafaring stories. 
Nickerson currently become a landlord of a boarding house 
with his wife. 
According this research used theory, there are five functions that 
embedded to register utterances. There are formal, consultative, casual, 
intimate and frozen, but only three of the functions are found within the 
data, they are formal, consultative and casual. There are 41 formal 
functions, 20 consultative functions and 8 casual functions found during 
the movie. 
The situation types of register found in the movie are divided into 
three categories. For each categories, that are field, mode and tenor, has 
their own explanation criteria. Which field explained by what context the 
speakers are in, mode explained by how the register utterances are 
delivered and tenor explained by who is the speakers and situation occur. 
a. (Datum01/D00:07:23- 00:07:29/CTN) - (Datum09/D00:45:15- 
00:45:17/CHM) 
Due datum01 to datum09 are taken in the same 
conversation, it analyzed in one point to minimize repetition in 
the explanation. First mate/(Datum01/D00:07:23- 
 
 
 
 
00:07:29/CTN) in whalers field is refers to a whaler under the 
captain‟s direct command. In common way, it means first 
friend due mate is informal form of UK‟s for friend. 
Blows/(Datum02/D00:35:54- 00:36:01/CTN) in whalers field is 
when a whale sprays sea water from it nose, blowhole, when it 
is about take more oxygen. In common way, it means 
movements of slight strong air. Bull/(Datum03/D00:45:06- 
00:45:08/CTN) in whalers field is refers to male adult whale. In 
common way, it means male cow. Hold/(Datum04/D00:46:08- 
00:46:10/CTN) in whalers field is means a space in a ship to 
carry its goods. In common way, it means grab something in 
hands. Compass/(Datum05/D01:09:22- 01:09:25/CTN) means 
direction finding device that always points to north magnetic 
pole. In common way, it means limit of ability. 
Doldrums/(Datum06/D01:33:21- 01:33:23/CTN) means an area 
of the sea there have no wind and causing sail ships unable to 
move. In common way, it means no activity that can be done in 
the moment. Voyage/(Datum07/D01:40:49- 01:40:51/CTN) 
means a journey that may take a large amount of time by ships. 
In common way, it means period of time. Green 
Hand/(Datum08/D00:06:04- 00:06:14/CHM) means a new 
recruit of whaler or a person who on board for first time of a 
few time. In common way, it means a hand that colored green. 
And The Waters/(Datum09/D00:45:15- 00:45:17/CHM) in 
 
 
 
 
whalers field is refers to a certain area of sea or ocean which 
holds natural resources like fish or whales. In common way, it 
means giving water to plants or animals. 
From all those data from datum01 to datum09, they embed 
the same function which is consultative function. The situation 
is between strangers who talk for first time but with no formal 
situation carried in the conversation, although Melville‟s 
intention is to trade money and Nickerson‟s story. Field is 
sailing due Nickerson and Melville are talking about 
experiences become whaler. Mode in this conversation is 
spoken due they deliver the story by speaking. Tenor is 
informal due situation embedded in this conversation is lower 
than formal. 
b. (Datum10/D00:11:15-00:11:22/CPM) - (Datum11/D00:10:22-
00:10:25/COC) 
A one-fifteenth lay/(Datum10/D00:11:15-00:11:22/CPM) 
in whaler field refers to the payment that officer receives at the 
time they port after voyage. In common way, it means put 
something down. 1,500 barrels/(Datum11/D00:10:22-
00:10:25/COC) or barrels, in whaler field is refers to 
measurement standard for whale oil quantity number. In 
common way, it means container or gun part. 
These two data embed the same function which formal 
function due it is a conversation between an officer and board 
 
 
 
 
members in the company meeting. Field is sailing due they talk 
about the company plan of the next voyage. Mode is spoken 
due the meeting require participants to speak. Tenor is formal 
taken from the situation occurred in the meeting. 
c. (Datum12/D00:12:07-00:12:09/COC) - (Datum14/D00:12:44- 
00:12:46/CPC) 
Greenhorn/(Datum12/D00:12:07-00:12:09/COC) similar to 
green hand means a new recruit of whaler or a person who on 
board for first time of a few time. In common way, it means a 
horn that colored green. Merchant 
captain/(Datum13/D00:12:33-00:12:35/CPC) refers to a sailor 
who captains a merchant ship. In common way, it means a 
responsible merchant in the market. Hull/(Datum14/D00:12:44- 
00:12:46/CPC) means the part of a ship which its position 
mostly under the water and contains air for the ship float. In 
common way, it means remove stem and leaves from fruits, 
vegetables and seeds. 
Datum12 to datum14 occurred in the same conversation. Its 
embedded casual function due it is a conversation between 
husband and wife. This conversation does not included into 
intimate function due the utterances are not direct to that 
relationship. Field is sailing due they talk about Chase‟s 
preparation for the next voyage. Mode is spoken due they argue 
 
 
 
 
to each other by speaking. Tenor is informal due it is a 
conversation in a situation where no formal purpose occurred. 
d. (Datum15/D00:17:21-00:17:23/CRP) 
Sails refer to layers that tied to ship poles to catch winds 
which give the ship power to move. In common way, it means 
move quickly. 
Function that embedded in the utterance is formal due 
speaker is an inferior who giving information to his superior in 
work field. Field is sailing due speaker talks in work field 
situation and informs his superior about the ship‟s part. Mode is 
spoken due speaker informs his superior by talking to him 
directly. Tenor is formal due this conversation involved 
superior and inferior in it. 
e. (Datum16/D00:18:13- 00:18:19/COC) 
Off-island is when a person comes from outside of the 
Nantucket. In common way, it means not on the island. 
This utterance embed formal function due it is the first time 
captain meets his first mate in the work field. Field is sailing 
due the utterance refers to social status among whaler family. 
Mode is spoken due captain and first mate introduce themselves 
to each other. Tenor is formal due the conversation taken place 
when whalers are in work. 
 
 
 
 
 
f. (Datum17/D00:18:54- 00:18:56/CGP) - (Datum27/D00:19:55- 
00:19:56/CRP) 
Haul short the anchor/(Datum17/D00:18:54- 
00:18:56/CGP) (anchor) in whaler field is the part of ship that 
keeps the ship stay from the waves. In common way, it means a 
broadcaster. The helm/(Datum18/D00:18:56-00:19:01/COC) 
refers direction handle on boats or ships. In common way, it 
means officially controlling an organization or company. Make 
sail/(Datum19/D00:18:56- 00:19:01/COC) in whaler field is 
when the ship needs to move using wind power and whalers 
ordered to prepare it. In common way, it means make a literally 
sail. Topgallants/(Datum20/D00:19:11- 00:19:15/COC) 
(gallants) refers to sails on the middle pole of ship and 
positioned on the middle or higher, not top, from the height of 
the pole. In common way, it means brave or polite. Clew 
lines/(Datum21/D00:19:20- 00:19:22/COC) refer to lines on the 
corner of sail and used to control it. In common way, it means a 
all of yarn or thread. Braces/(Datum22/D00:19:28- 
00:19:34/COC) in whaler field means lines or straps on 
windlass that fasten or loose ship‟s sails. In common way, it 
means did 2 same things in an effort. 
Spanker/(Datum23/D00:19:01- 00:19:03/CMJ) refers to sails 
that tied above the helm to help ship change its directions. In 
common way, it means a person who hit other with hand. 
 
 
 
 
Clews/(Datum24/D00:19:09- 00:19:10/CMJ) in whaler field 
means to secure the sail to avoid winds. In common way, it 
means a pile of yarn or thread balls. 
Bunts/(Datum25/D00:19:09- 00:19:10/CMJ) refers to the lines 
on the sails which formed the sail into curved bag for the sail 
gain more wind for speed. In common way, it means offensive 
move in baseball. Sheet/(Datum26/D00:19:09- 00:19:10/CMJ) 
in whaler field refers to ropes which control sail‟s corner angle. 
In common way, it means a piece of paper. Anchor's 
trim/(Datum27/D00:19:55- 00:19:56/CRP) is when the ship‟s 
anchor is fully pulled off the waters and the ship ready to move. 
In common way, it means cutting the anchor chains. 
Datum17 to datum27 are occurred in the same conversation 
which can be analyzed in one point. Function of these 
utterances is formal due all utterances, datum 17 to datum27, is 
performed in the work field and contains instructions or orders. 
Field is sailing due the situation is when whalers preparing the 
ship to leave the port which means performed utterances are 
related to ship. Mode is spoken due speakers use direct 
instruction and information to others. Tenor is formal due the 
whalers are working. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
g. (Datum28/D00:22:30- 00:22:34/COC) 
Watches in whaler field it means time rules on board for the 
whalers to obey. In common way, it means a device that shows 
time. 
The utterance embeds consultative function due although it 
occurred in the conversation when superiors are having dinner, 
but Chase intends to leave the table due annoyed by captain‟s 
treat toward him then lower the situation off from formal. Field 
is sailing due utterance related to task on board. Mode is spoken 
due Chase informs captain what he intends to do. Tenor is 
formal due at first it is the superior‟s dinner for first time on the 
ship. 
h. (Datum29/D00:23:02- 00:23:04/CR) 
Slop refers to whalers meal which only vegetables without 
meat. In common way, it means dropped something. 
The utterance embed casual function due speaker talks to 
his friend which means the conversation taken place between 
friend to friend with equal position and normal situation. Field 
is sailing due the utterance occurred when speaker is at whaling 
ship. Mode is spoken due speaker talks to other whalers about 
the dinner food. Tenor is informal due the situation is normal 
and not a formal conversation between whalers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
i. (Datum30/D00:23:30- 00:23:32/COC) 
Trimming sails means balancing the sails to gain optimal 
speed of the ship. In common way, it means cutting hair or 
grass. 
Utterance function is consultative due Chase speaks to his 
inferiors but with no formal intention at that moment. Field is 
sailing due utterance is about previous event at the ship. Mode 
is spoken due speaker is going to give tasks to whalers. Tenor is 
informal due the situation is not in work field. 
j. (Datum31/D00:23:37- 00:23:41/COC) - (Datum32/D00:24:53- 
00:24:56/COC) 
Six bells sharp/(Datum31/D00:23:37- 00:23:41/COC) 
(sharp) means six o‟clock in the morning. In common way, it 
means able to cut. On deck/(Datum32/D00:24:53- 
00:24:56/COC) is when superiors need their inferiors to be on 
deck immediately. In common way, it means a pack of cards. 
Both data embed the same function which is formal 
function due the utterances are instructions and direct orders. 
Field is sailing due the utterances are used on board and have 
certain purpose on the ship. Tenor for datum31 is formal due 
speaker gives direct instruction to whalers while tenor for 
datum32 is informal due the utterance occurred after the 
briefing by first mate. 
 
 
 
 
 
k. (Datum33/D00:26:44- 00:26:47/COC) 
Bunks is similar to berth means a bed on a ship or a train 
that tied up to the walls and stays in a place. In common way, it 
means leave suddenly without permission or nonsense. 
The utterance has formal function due it occurred in the 
situation where first mate leads whalers drill. Field is sailing 
due the utterance related to ship‟s room. Mode is spoken due 
Chase speaks in front of the whalers in the middle of the drill. 
Tenor is formal due speaker gives instruction in work field. 
l. (Datum34/D00:27:19- 00:27:20/CMJ) 
Five knots (knots) means measurement of speed of 
movement of ships, planes, water or air. In common way, it 
means fastening or a group of people. 
This utterance embed consultative function due Chase is 
not sure to captain‟s decision to gain speed. Field is sailing due 
the utterance is speed measure of ships. Mode is spoken due 
superiors discus and argue about the captain‟s decision. Tenor 
is formal due the conversation speakers are all superiors on the 
ship and in the work field. 
m. (Datum35/D00:27:35- 00:27:39/CMJ) 
Belay that/(Datum35/D00:27:35- 00:27:39/CMJ) is 
winding around a pin or short rod inserted in a holder. In 
common way, it means a technique mountain climbing. Stunsail 
boom/(Datum36/D00:27:57- 00:27:58/CHC) (boom) refers to 
 
 
 
 
lower part of mast which sails stretched and tied to it. In 
common way, it means a long pole with microphone at one end 
of it. 
The utterance embeds formal function due speaker gives 
instruction to his inferiors. Field is sailing due this utterance 
related to ship‟s part on deck. Mode is spoken due Joy directly 
instruct his whaler to do a task. Tenor is formal due the whalers 
are in work field. 
n. (Datum37/D00:28:38- 00:28:41/COC) - (Datum39/D00:29:07- 
00:29:10/CGP) 
Squall/(Datum37/D00:28:38- 00:28:41/COC) means 
sudden strong wind or temporary storm. In common way, it 
means shouting voice. Starboard bow/(Datum38/D00:28:38- 
00:28:41/COC) (bow) refers to front right side of the ship. In 
common way, it means an honoring position or a hunting tool. 
Skirt the edge of it/(Datum39/D00:29:07- 00:29:10/CGP) 
(Skirt) is when the ship needs to move along the edge or avoid 
an object or weather. In common way, it means a piece of 
women‟s clothing. 
These utterances occurred in the same conversation which 
embeds similar function that formal function. Field is sailing 
due utterances are situations and instruction on board. Mode is 
spoken due the utterances are direct and require feedback in 
 
 
 
 
conversation. Tenor is formal due speakers are superiors and in 
a discussion of what step they will take. 
o. (Datum40/D00:29:49,160- 00:29:51/COC) - 
(Datum43/D00:31:07-00:31:08/CGP) 
Main hatch/(Datum40/D00:29:49,160- 00:29:51/COC) 
(hatch) refers to opening part lied on deck which connects it to 
hold. In common way, it means a crack on an egg when baby 
animal comes out. Shrouds/(Datum41/D00:30:34- 
00:30:36/COC) in whaler field refers to ropes that tied as web. 
In common way, it means a long piece of cloth to bury with 
dead body. Broadsided/(Datum42/D00:31:11- 00:31:13/COC) 
means overthrown by waves. In common way, it means a 
strong written or spoken attack. Veer off/(Datum43/D00:31:07-
00:31:08/CGP) (Veer) means leaving port. In common way, it 
means turn around to other way. 
The utterance embeds formal function due the speaker 
gives instruction to other whalers except for datum42 which 
embeds consultative function due speaker asking for discussion 
with other superior. Field is sailing due utterance is one of 
ship‟s part. Mode is spoken due speaker used this utterance to 
give instruction of what action they have to take. Tenor is 
formal due whaler order other whaler to do something in work 
field. 
 
 
 
 
 
p. (Datum44/D00:33:30-00:33:50/CGP) 
Port means an area for ships and boats to harbor near beach 
or shore. In common way, it means a computer part to connect 
other devices. 
The utterance has formal function due speaker gives order 
to listener to do what he wants. Field is sailing due the 
utterance is related to place where ship load or unload its goods. 
Mode is spoken due speaker called listener to give briefing in 
the next day. Tenor is formal due conversation taken place in 
the captain‟s room with formal purpose. 
q. (Datum45/D00:36:09-00:36:11/CGP) - (Datum46/D00:36:13- 
00:36:15/CCC) 
Right or sperm/(Datum45/D00:36:09-00:36:11/CGP) in 
whaler field means certain species of whales which are right 
whale and sperm whale. In common way, it means right means 
direction and sperm means reproductive cell produce by male 
animal. Flukes/(Datum46/D00:36:13- 00:36:15/CCC) is whales 
behavior which they splash their tail on water surface. In 
common way, it means something good result of chance instead 
skills or plan. 
These utterances embed consultative function due situation 
of the conversation is lower than formal and discuss what are 
they encounter ahead. Field is sailing due the utterances are 
related to whales that they hunt in the voyage. Mode is spoken 
 
 
 
 
due speakers talk about what whale that they found. Tenor is 
informal due the situation is not in work field yet. 
r. (Datum47/D00:37:02- 00:37:05/COC) - (Datum49/D00:37:08- 
00:37:01/CGP) 
Oars/(Datum47/D00:37:02- 00:37:05/COC) refers to long 
stick with wide flat part at the one end or both ends to row boat. 
In common way, it means a person who intervenes other people 
conversation or activity which cause other annoyed. 
Breach/(Datum48/00:37:08- 00:37:01/CGP) in whaler field is 
when a whale sighted to be swims at water surface. In common 
way, it means breaking rules or legal orders. Full 
pressure/(Datum49/D00:37:08- 00:37:01/CGP) is when the ship 
or boat need it top speed. In common way, it means pressure in 
tube or container has reaches its limit. 
The function of these utterances is formal due it delivered 
by superiors on the whaleboats to give instruction to the 
whalers. Field is sailing due the utterances are commonly used 
in sailing. Mode is spoken due the instructions delivered 
directly by superiors in work field. Tenor is formal due 
speakers are superiors giving orders to inferiors. 
s. (Datum50/D00:37:27- 00:37:34/CR) - (Datum51/D00:37:27- 
00:37:34/CR) 
Calf/(Datum50/D00:37:27- 00:37:34/CR) in whaler field 
refers to baby or juvenile whale. In common way, it means 
 
 
 
 
young or newborn cow. Cow/(Datum51/D00:37:27- 
00:37:34/CR) in whaler field refers to female adult whale. In 
common way, it means the exact cow. 
These utterances embed casual function due speakers are in 
the same position and the situation is not formal yet even they 
are in work field. Field is sailing due the utterances are related 
to whales they hunt. Mode is spoken due the speaker delivers 
information directly to other whaler. Tenor is informal due 
similarity of position by the speakers and also the situation. 
t. (Datum52/D00:41:58- 00:41:59/CBL) 
Chimney's afire/(Datum52/D00:41:58- 00:41:59/CBL) in 
whaler field is when whale spays blood from it nose after 
stabbed few times during its capture effort. In common way, it 
means literal chimney is being used. 140 
fathoms/(Datum53/D00:39:40- 00:39:43/CR) (fathoms) means 
measurement of length of lines. In common way, it means 
discover meaning of something. 
Backwater/(Datum54/D00:41:48- 00:41:49/CMJ) refers to 
water wave caused by movement of whale when it is on 
surface. In common way, it means part of river that the water 
does not flow. 
Datum52 to datum54 are occurred in the same 
conversation, although datum53 does not have the same 
function like others. Datum 52 and datum54 embed casual 
 
 
 
 
function due speakers are the same position on the whaleboats. 
While datum53 embed formal function due the speaker informs 
the superior about the line length. Field is sailing due the 
utterances are used when the whalers are hunting the whales. 
Mode is spoken due speaker gives information of their 
equipment when they are in the middle of capturing whale. 
Tenor datum53 is different that it embeds formal due the 
speaker is inferior who gives information to superior. Datum52 
and datum54 is casual due speakers are in the same position 
and the situation is after the work field. 
u. (Datum55/D00:48:21- 00:48:24/CCP) 
Leagues means measurement of distance equals to 
kilometer. In common way, it means organization or a sport 
event. 
This utterance embeds formal function due the speaker and 
listeners are total stranger and also their positions are superiors 
from different whaling ship. Field is sailing due the utterance is 
a measurement range in the field. Mode is spoken due the 
utterance used in a talk of the superiors. Tenor is formal due 
participants have high ranks in each ship. 
v. (Datum56/D00:54:49- 00:54:52/CGP) 
The school/(Datum56/D00:54:49- 00:54:52/CGP) in whaler 
field refers to a group of whales. In common way, it means a 
place where educational activity is held. Beach us on 
 
 
 
 
her/(Datum57/D00:55:03- 00:55:04/CGP) (Beach) is when 
harpooner is on perfect spot to stab the whale with harpoon. In 
common way, it means area of sand or stones near sea. 
The utterance function is formal due the utterance is an 
order from captain on whaleboat. Field is sailing due the 
utterance is about the whale that they hunt. Mode is spoken due 
the captain gives direct order to his inferiors on the boat. Tenor 
is formal due speaker is superior toward inferiors. 
w.  (Datum58/D00:57:28- 00:57:31/COC) 
Foremast (Mast) refers to pole on the front middle of the 
ship. In common way, it means radio antenna. 
Function of this utterance is formal due the first mate orders 
his whalers to assist him to capture the white whale. Field is 
sailing due the utterance is related to ship‟s part. Mode is 
spoken due Chase orders directly to his inferiors. Tenor is 
formal due speaker is superior talks to his inferior. 
x. (Datum59/D00:59:18- 00:59:20/CHC) 
Listing in whaler field means the ship is leaning on one 
side. In common way, it means record of information on a sheet 
paper or notes. 
The function of utterance is consultative due the situation is 
captain‟s cousin inform him that the ship is listing. Field is 
sailing due the conversation related to the condition of the ship. 
 
 
 
 
Mode is spoken due Coffin informs his cousin directly. Tenor is 
formal due Pollard‟s position is higher than Coffin. 
y. (Datum60/D01:00:56- 01:00:58/COC) 
Stove means something put other thing upside down. In 
common way, it means cooking equipment uses gas or 
electricity. 
This utterance has consultative function though the 
participants are superiors, they are not in work field. Field is 
sailing due the utterance is about ship‟s condition. Mode is 
spoken due Chase tells Pollard that the white whale sinks the 
ship. Tenor is informal due the conversation occurred outside 
the work field. 
z. (Datum61/D01:01:16- 01:01:21/COC) - (Datum64/D01:01:54- 
01:01:56/CBL) 
Row/(Datum61/D01:01:16- 01:01:21/COC) means boats 
float in the same direction. In common way, it means noisy 
argument or line in the tables. Provisions/(Datum62/D01:01:35- 
01:01:37/CMJ) means food and water ration. In common way, 
it means statement in an agreement or a law terms. 
Yard/(Datum63/D01:01:56- 01:01:59/CMJ) refers to upper part 
of mast which sails stretched and tied to it. In common way, it 
means length measurement or garden near house. Tack 
lines/(Datum64/D01:01:54- 01:01:56/CBL) (Tack) refers to 
 
 
 
 
lines that control sails to receive wind or not. In common way, 
it means equipment in horse riding sport. 
The function of datum61 to datum64 is formal due the 
utterances are instruction to abandon the ship. Field is sailing 
due the utterances are about procedure of leaving the ship. 
Mode is spoken due superiors direct inferiors to prepare and 
take anything valuable from the ship. Tenor is formal due 
superiors giving inferiors direct order. 
aa. (Datum65/D01:09:37- 01:09:41/CGP) - (Datum66/D01:09:37- 
01:09:41/CGP) 
Drifted/(Datum65/D01:09:37- 01:09:41/CGP) means 
floating on water without any effort to move and let the wave 
move. In common way, it means a turning maneuver in car 
driving. Six degrees latitude/(Datum66/D01:09:37- 
01:09:41/CGP) (latitude) refers to measurement of equator 
position of south or north. In common way, it means freedom to 
behave and think. 
Function of these utterances is consultative due speaker, 
although he is the captain, tries to start discuss their route after 
hit by the white whale. Field is sailing due utterances are about 
positioning location on the sea. Mode is spoken due Pollard 
talks about their current position. Tenor is formal due the 
captain informs the whole remaining whalers. 
 
 
 
 
bb. (Datum67/D01:19:28-01:19:36/CGP) - (Datum68/D01:19:28- 
01:19:36/CGP) 
Map/(Datum67/D01:19:28-01:19:36/CGP) means earth‟s 
drawing which show certain criteria and information about 
earth surface. In common way, it means planning something in 
details. Quadrant/(Datum68/D01:19:28- 01:19:36/CGP) means 
measurement of star‟s height for calculating direction on the 
sea. In common way, it means quarter of a circle. 
The function of these utterances is consultative due speaker 
informs his inferior and tries to discuss their possibilities. Field 
is sailing due the utterances are about tools to acquire position. 
Mode is spoken due they try to talk about their situation. Tenor 
is informal due participants are not consider their position in the 
conversation. 
cc. (Datum69/D01:32:05- 01:32:08/CGP) 
Vessel refers to small boat, rescue boat or whaleboat. In 
common way, it means tube or container. 
Function of the utterance is formal due the captain gies 
direct instruction to his inferior to take command. Field is 
sailing due the utterance is other word for boat. Mode is spoken 
due the speaker orders his inferior to do his instruction. Tenor is 
formal due the captain talks to his whaler. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. Discussions 
The data analysis has been presented, the discussion section expected 
to answer all the problem statements of this research. The data analysis 
found has to be discussed comprehensively in this section. Whole analysis 
contains register utterances from 13 characters which produce 69 register 
utterances and described into register situation types, register functions and 
meanings. 
1. Social identities. 
From the analysis of the characters in the movie, it can be 
concluded that the characters are mostly occupied whalers as their 
work field. Along to the movie main theme which about the 
journey of a whaling ship in pursue of whale oil. The setting is also 
supports why mostly of the characters embed whalers as their 
identity, the setting of the movie is mostly on the Essex and when 
it comes to the ship port in one area, the business is related to 
whaler. Such trading whale oil to certain goods in certain area that 
they port and a meeting before the Essex leaves Nantucket which 
discuss about the company given position to their officers. 
Although the movie provide many characters in each 
category, but only a few of these characters that use register 
utterances which make the result of social identity is focused into 
13 characters which concluded into 4 categories. Beside whalers as 
dominant number of social identity, there are board members 
 
 
 
 
which actually shown several characters in the movie but only 1 
character that use register utterances. Board members are 
responsible to the ship that used by whalers in their voyage and 
also to give superior positions into officer in the company. This 
social identity affects superiors that on board in making decisions. 
Like when the captain wants to return to Nantucket when they have 
no oil at all then first mate suggests to carry on the voyage and also 
when the remain whalers found and returned to Nantucket and the 
superiors pushed to give false inquiry, they refused though. The 
family has minor influence to other characters yet due the usage of 
register utterances in their conversations. Appeared in beginning 
and ending of the movie, this social identity gives motivation to 
survive for the main character which categorized into whalers.  
Story source is category of social identity that not involved 
in the story directly, but the presence of this social identity is the 
source of the whole movie. Not active whalers which both Melville 
and Nickerson have quit from become whalers. They embedded the 
experience as the whalers, these 2 men ignite the story from the 
beginning and provide details of the movie. 
2. Register Functions. 
Formal register found in some conversation which have 
formal attitude like board to superior communications, superior to 
superior, superiors to whaler and whaler to superior in which the 
context are working on the Essex like preparation of the ship to sail 
 
 
 
 
and preparation to hunt, mostly are orders, directs, instructions and 
giving information around the ship. Characters which use this 
function the most are the superiors, the captain, first mate and 
second mate, they use this function in situations that they do not 
need an immediate spoken feedback such instructions. The 
listeners often only give responds by say “Aye, sir” or do what 
they are told to do. 
Consultative register occurs in a conversation which the 
speakers are in non – formal situation, even if the positions among 
them are superiors. The situations are varied but by notice the 
differences to formal register it is available to know the differences 
though the speakers are almost the same. This register occurs 
mostly in common conversation among these whalers. The whalers 
are mostly used this register in their common conversations, non 
order, on the ship. 
Casual register also occurs when the whalers talking to 
each other which they have the same position on board and it 
includes Chase and Joy who already know each other for a long 
time and they also have similar position although Chase‟s is 
higher. This register happens the least among two other register 
due mostly situation or context are in work situations. 
3. Situation types of register found in “In the Heart of the Sea”. 
Field in the movie obviously is sailing. The situations and 
context of the register utterances are sailing related utterances. The 
 
 
 
 
utterances are included in sailing field only with no other field 
included. The characters are also only roams in one field. Although 
the situations are not only on board of the Essex, but the utterances 
are one field related. There is only 1 field that surfaces during 
movie during entire movie which is sailing. Sailing in the movie is 
not common sailing with traveling purpose but to looking for 
whales to extract their oil. This commodity pushed men to start 
voyages across the globe to find whales. Register utterances are 
found within the movie mostly only understand by members inside 
the whalers of the ship. Although when the situation is not on exact 
field where sailing goes, but the register utterances can lead into 
the sailing field. All the register utterances are related to ship parts 
and on board tasks. 
Mode in the characters communications is only spoken. No 
written form register found in the movie. This concludes that the 
dialogues actively used spoken language and two ways 
conversations. The characters delivered their intentions through 
sounds and produce faster way communications. There is only 1 
mode that used by characters to communicate among them. It is 
spoken mode which is only involves sounds from speaking device 
and no written mode. Whalers use this mode due their 
communication is fast respond feedbacks and utterances are related 
to instruction and ship‟s part or situation that they face on board. 
This way they work quickly and minimize misunderstanding while 
 
 
 
 
sending their intentions. The whalers are in work field where all 
the instructions given by superiors then they give feedback or 
responses to the instructions immediately. After the instruction 
given, the whalers are doing their jobs as they are told Orders and 
instructions at the time the Essex leaving the port is impossible 
done by written way of communication, it will be ineffective and 
take more time to do the instructions. Beside instructions, there are 
also argument conversations, Argumentation requires spoken way 
of communication instead written due it is a quick respond 
conversation and immediate feedback of each opponent is 
necessary. 
Tenor occurs in this movie are both formal and informal. 
Though formal is more frequently performed than informal. 
Formal occurred in conversation which produce direct orders and 
fast action response of the listeners. Informal occurred in 
conversations which produce discussion attempt and common 
conversations of the whalers. There are 2 tenor found within the 
movie, formal and informal. Formal represents instruction 
situations and formal situations which involves superiors in the 
communications. Aboard the Essex, every time superior giving 
orders or instructions means participants are in work field. It means 
that the tenor is categorized into formal. The whalers also have to 
know their task when they begin to hunt the whales for their oil. 
When the superiors giving instructions and orders, the whalers are 
 
 
 
 
in work field and formal tenor is applied. While informal 
represents other situations than formal like among inferiors 
communications. Informal tenor occurred in many daily or 
common conversations but inside this movie, informal tenor in less 
than formal tenor due “In the Heart of the Sea” almost every 
conversation is in work field of whalers. Speakers tend to lower the 
situation where they are stranger to each other for they have similar 
experience. 
  
 
 
 
 
(Table.4.1.) Table of Found Social Identity 
No. Social Identities Characters Amount 
1.  Whalers Owen Chase 9 
George Pollard 
Matthew Joy 
Caleb Chappel 
Benjamin Lawrence 
Richard Peterson 
Ramsdell 
Henry Coffin 
Pelaez Clemente 
2.  Company Board Paul Mason 1 
3.  Chase Family Peggy Chase 1 
4.  Story Source Herman Melville 2 
Thomas Nickerson 
Total 13 
 
It can concluded that social identities are divided into 4 categorizations 
where whalers are characters found along the Essex voyage, company board 
found in the company‟s office, Chase family found at Owen‟s house and story 
source found along the story being told. Whalers contain 9 characters, Company 
Board contains 1 character as Chase Family also contains 1 characters and Story 
Source contains 2 characters. These are the characters that performed register 
utterances along the movie. 
Whalers as social identity is become dominant social identity due the 
movie basically shows the life of the whalers along the voyage. The scenes are 
focused on the work of theses whalers on the Essex. Before and after the voyage, 
the movie reflected that all the events are related to whalers. Story source is as this 
movie background of how the story truly occurred according to Nickerson as the 
 
 
 
 
last whaler of the Essex that alive at that time. This social identity is the reason the 
movie occurred. Although board member in minority in social identity but it has 
large influence to other social identities, such to whalers, it has superior influence 
in the company, ship‟s preparation and picking the officer on board. Chase family 
does not have big influence to other social identities but it considerable as on 
aspect that the remaining whalers try to get to Nantucket. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
(Table 4.2.) Table of Data Utterances Result 
No. Datum Functions Situation Types 
Fo Co Ca I F F M T 
Sail S W F I 
1.  (Datum01/D00:07:23- 00:07:29/CTN)  v    v v   v 
2.  (Datum02/D00:35:54- 00:36:01/CTN)  v    v v   v 
3.  (Datum03/D00:45:06- 00:45:08/CTN)  v    v v   v 
4.  (Datum04/D00:46:08- 00:46:10/CTN)  v    v v   v 
5.  (Datum05/D01:09:22- 01:09:25/CTN)  v    v v   v 
6.  (Datum06/D01:33:21- 01:33:23/CTN)  v    v v   v 
7.  (Datum07/D01:40:49- 01:40:51/CTN)  v    v v   v 
8.  (Datum08/D00:06:04- 00:06:14/CHM)  v    v v   v 
9.  (Datum09/D00:45:15- 00:45:17/CHM)  v    v v   v 
10.  (Datum10/D00:11:15-00:11:22/CPM) v     v v  v  
11.  (Datum11/D00:10:22-00:10:25/COC) v     v v  v  
12.  (Datum12/D00:12:07-00:12:09/COC)   v   v v   v 
13.  (Datum13/D00:12:33-00:12:35/CPC)   v   v v   v 
14.  (Datum14/D00:12:44- 00:12:46/CPC)   v   v v   v 
15.  (Datum15/D00:17:21-00:17:23/CRP) v     v v  v  
16.  (Datum16/D00:18:13- 00:18:19/COC) v     v v  v  
17.  (Datum17/D00:18:54- 00:18:56/CGP) v     v v  v  
18.  (Datum18/D00:18:56-00:19:01/COC) v     v v  v  
19.  (Datum19/D00:18:56- 00:19:01/COC) v     v v  v  
20.  (Datum20/D00:19:11- 00:19:15/COC) v     v v  v  
21.  (Datum21/D00:19:20- 00:19:22/COC) v     v v  v  
22.  (Datum22/D00:19:28- 00:19:34/COC) v     v v  v  
 
 
 
 
No. Datum Functions Situation Types 
Fo Co Ca I F F M T 
Sail S W F I 
23.  (Datum23/D00:19:01- 00:19:03/CMJ) v     v v  v  
24.  (Datum24/D00:19:09- 00:19:10/CMJ) v     v v  v  
25.  (Datum25/D00:19:09- 00:19:10/CMJ) v     v v  v  
26.  (Datum26/D00:19:09- 00:19:10/CMJ) v     v v  v  
27.  (Datum27/D00:19:55- 00:19:56/CRP) v     v v  v  
28.  (Datum28/D00:22:30- 00:22:34/COC)  v    v v  v  
29.  (Datum29/D00:23:02- 00:23:04/CR)   v   v v   v 
30.  (Datum30/D00:23:30- 00:23:32/COC)  v    v v   v 
31.  (Datum31/D00:23:37- 00:23:41/COC) v     v v  v  
32.  (Datum32/D00:24:53- 00:24:56/COC) v     v v   v 
33.  (Datum33/D00:26:44- 00:26:47/COC) v     v v  v  
34.  (Datum34/D00:27:19- 00:27:20/CMJ)  v    v v  v  
35.  (Datum35/D00:27:35- 00:27:39/CMJ) v     v v  v  
36.  (Datum36/D00:27:57- 00:27:58/CHC) v     v v  v  
37.  (Datum37/D00:28:38- 00:28:41/COC) v     v v  v  
38.  (Datum38/D00:28:38- 00:28:41/COC) v     v v  v  
39.  (Datum39/D00:29:07- 00:29:10/CGP) v     v v  v  
40.  (Datum40/D00:29:49- 00:29:51/COC) v     v v  v  
41.  (Datum41/D00:30:34- 00:30:36/COC) v     v v  v  
42.  (Datum42/D00:31:11- 00:31:13/COC)  v    v v  v  
43.  (Datum43/D00:31:07-00:31:08/CGP) v     v v  v  
44.  (Datum44/D00:33:30-00:33:50/CGP) v     v v  v  
45.  (Datum45/D00:36:09-00:36:11/CGP)  v    v v   v 
46.  (Datum46/D00:36:13- 00:36:15/CCC)  v    v v   v 
47.  (Datum47/D00:37:02- 00:37:05/COC) v     v v  v  
 
 
 
 
No. Datum Functions Situation Types 
Fo Co Ca I F F M T 
Sail S W F I 
48.  (Datum48/00:37:08- 00:37:01/CGP) v     v v  v  
49.  (Datum49/D00:37:08- 00:37:01/CGP) v     v v  v  
50.  (Datum50/D00:37:27- 00:37:34/CR)   v   v v   v 
51.  (Datum51/D00:37:27- 00:37:34/CR)   v   v v   v 
52.  (Datum52/D00:41:58- 00:41:59/CBL)   v   v v   v 
53.  (Datum53/D00:39:40- 00:39:43/CR) v     v v  v  
54.  (Datum54/D00:41:48- 00:41:49/CMJ)   v   v v   v 
55.  (Datum55/D00:48:21- 00:48:24/CCP) v     v v  v  
56.  (Datum56/D00:54:49- 00:54:52/CGP) v     v v  v  
57.  (Datum57/D00:55:03- 00:55:04/CGP) v     v v  v  
58.  (Datum58/D00:57:28- 00:57:31/COC) v     v v  v  
59.  (Datum59/D00:59:18- 00:59:20/CHC)  v    v v  v  
60.  (Datum60/D01:00:56- 01:00:58/COC)  v    v v   v 
61.  (Datum61/D01:01:16- 01:01:21/COC) v     v v  v  
62.  (Datum62/D01:01:35- 01:01:37/CMJ) v     v v  v  
63.  (Datum63/D01:01:56- 01:01:59/CMJ) v     v v  v  
64.  (Datum64/D01:01:54- 01:01:56/CBL) v     v v  v  
65.  (Datum65/D01:09:37- 01:09:41/CGP) v     v v  v  
66.  (Datum66/D01:09:37- 01:09:41/CGP)  v    v v  v  
67.  (Datum67/D01:19:28-01:19:36/CGP)  v    v v   v 
68.  (Datum68/D01:19:28- 01:19:36/CGP)  v    v v   v 
69.  (Datum69/D01:32:05- 01:32:08/CGP) v     v v  v  
Total 41 20 8 - - 69 69 - 45 24 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
Function  : Fo = Formal 
   : Co = Consultative 
   : Ca = Casual 
   : I = Intimate 
   : F = Frozen 
Situation Types : F = Field 
   : M = Mode (S = Spoken/W = Written) 
   : T = Tenor (F = Formal/I = Informal) 
Then formal function filled by 41 data, consultative function filled by 20 
data, casual function filled by 8 data while intimate and frozen filled by none. 
Functions deals to situations when utterances performed. It concluded that all 
situation types on field filled by sailing, all situation types on mode filled by 
spoken and formal tenor filled by 45 data while informal tenor filled by 24 data. 
Situation types deal with what happens when conversation occurred, how speakers 
perform it and who are the speakers. 
Formal function occurred more than any other function due speakers in the 
movie tend to give instructions and orders when they communicate to other 
member of whalers. The purposes of the register utterances also effects the 
function into formal due speakers which use the register utterances are superiors 
giving instructions or orders, inferiors talking to superiors. Bellow formal 
function, consultative is the second most occurred functions. Within the movie, 
the characters also discuss about the condition of the ship, weather and what step 
they are going to do next. Casual function is the least function that occurred in the 
movie due most of situations are work field and discussions. Casual functions 
 
 
 
 
occurred in conversation where participant in no formal situation and know each 
other well. Participants in casual function often have close relationship as friends 
or colleague. 
All fields is sailing due all register utterances are related to the work field 
of whalers on the Essex in effort to gather whale oil. The register utterances are 
included instructions, orders, ship‟s parts, ship‟s conditions and equipments of the 
ship. All mode is spoken due whalers work field need only direct communication 
and fast responds from the listeners. It can cause ineffectivity and inefficient if 
whalers communications used written form of communications. Most tenor filed 
by formal due communications on board dominated by instructions and orders and 
the speakers mostly superiors to inferiors. Formal tenor has much more amount 
than informal tenor.  
Stands among other previous studies that researcher consider as role 
research, this research tend to give additional results of register study and 
knowledge about sociolinguistics approach in register. By giving new results of 
research, this thesis can be other role for further research with similar analysis 
about register. This research‟s results and analysis may give next research a drive 
to conclude a better hypothesis and actual research result in the future.
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This chapter contains two last discussion of this research. Those are 
conclusion, the final results or reviews of the study which answer the research‟s 
problem statements, and suggestion, provides advices for readers to understand 
this field deeper that can develop further way of understanding into the subject 
matters. Hopefully, this research raises more motivation to delve or find 
information for the similar research object to another level of academicals 
achievements by future researchers. 
In the movie of “in the Heart of the Sea” speakers are aware of the work 
field they are in which cause them easily understand each utterance that 
performed within the conversations. The whalers are communicative during the 
voyage especially when they encounter the whales. To maintain efficient and 
effective communications they frequently use two ways communications even in 
order form sentences. A quick respond of listener is necessary to show speaker‟s 
intentions are delivered through the utterances. 
A. Conclusion 
The first problem statement‟s answer is about crucial characters social 
identities that revealed from the movie. There are whalers, which categorized 
into a few positions as captains, first mate, second mate and harpooners. Then 
there are board members of the company and the patron of the company. The 
last, the most essential identities in the movie, are the novel writer and the 
landlord as the subject. These are the found social identities that give 
 
 
 
 
influences to register utterances that found in the movie. Social identities 
have its roles to reason why register utterances are chosen and used in the 
movie. The backgrounds of characters give information about the register 
utterances that performed in the conversations. 
The second problem statement answer is there are only 3 functions of 
register used by addressor and addressee which are formal, consultative and 
casual. Intimate and frozen functions are not performed by any characters in 
the movie due mostly the conversations are within work scope and also 
spoken, intimate function is performed by speakers with special relationship 
or bonding and none of the register utterance is performed in written to 
spoken form which is not characteristic of frozen function. Formal function is 
the most performed function for most conversations are orders and instruction 
by superiors to inferiors.  It is occurred in conversation when speaker does 
not need direct feedback or no feedback at all, it shows aspect of formal 
function in register utterances which embed orders and instructions. It is 
commonly considered as 1 way communication. The participants are involved 
in superiors to inferiors relationship. The situations also show that the 
participants are involved in for generally formal situations. There are 41 
formal functions that performed and found among the conversation of 
whalers. Consultative functions occurred in discussion conversation which 
speakers expect feedback from listener and in discussion conversation. It is 
considered as two ways of communication. The participants are involved in 
both superiors to inferiors and whalers to whalers. The less formal situation is 
aspect of this function. There are 20 consultative function performed and 
 
 
 
 
found among the conversation of whaler. Then casual functions are occurred 
within non formal situations among fellow whalers. Close relation of the 
participants is characteristic of this function. There are 8 casual functions that 
performed and found among the conversation of whalers. 
The situation types of register are field, mode and tenor which all field 
filled by sailing. This result is affected by the movie theme where the purpose 
of the company is to gather as much as possible whale oil for profit which 
pushed the characters to start sailing journey. Similar to field, mode all filled 
by spoken. It is affected by the whalers only deliver their intentions by 
spoken form register utterances and also it is impossible to gain effective and 
efficient communication with written form communication in direct 
conversation. Then tenor filled by formal and informal which formal is much 
more dominant in amount with 44 data found and 25 data found are included 
into informal tenor. By seeing who talks, tenor is found by considering the 
participant‟s position in the conversation. The movie focuses on a voyage of a 
whaling ship, for this reason sailing filled all field in this research. Mode used 
by characters is all spoken with no written form of register utterances. The 
tenor is considered as formal and informal which characters performed multi 
level of formalities. 
 
B. Suggestion 
The most important and essential of learning language are to know the 
use and the circumstances at the moment language performed. Different 
utterances at different time can lead different intention and perspective each 
 
 
 
 
participant. Language is a beauty of communication. A further knowledge is 
always needed in order to update the basic knowledge of language itself. The 
common mistake when listener listen to utterances speakers made is just  
absorb the surface perspective of their own without notice the context and 
situation requirements. 
A specialization of register use has to be mastered by listener to 
understand more about the utterance which used in certain field scope. Many 
of fields produce utterances differently over time to improve their 
communication efficiency and effectiveness over time. Having knowledge 
about register leads reader to be aware of what field scope might speaker has 
taken from utterances they used or simply diction they prefer to use.
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(APP.02) Data Brief Classifications 
No. Functions Situation Types Meaning 
Formal Consultative Casual Intimate Frozen Field Mode Tenor Conceptual Connotative Social Affective Reflected Collocative Thematic 
1.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal   v     
2.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal  v      
3.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal  v      
4.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal     v   
5.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal v       
6.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal v       
7.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal v       
8.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal   v     
9.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal v       
10.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal  v      
11.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal     v   
12.    v   Sailing Spoken Informal   v     
13.    v   Sailing Spoken Informal v       
14.    v   Sailing Spoken Informal v       
15.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
16.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal   v     
17.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
18.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
19.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal  v      
20.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
21.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
22.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
23.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
24.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
25.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
26.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
27.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal  v      
28.   v    Sailing Spoken Formal   v     
29.    v   Sailing Spoken Informal     v   
30.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal v       
31.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal     v   
32.  v     Sailing Spoken Informal v       
33.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
34.   v    Sailing Spoken Formal v       
35.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
36.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
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No. Fucntion Situation Types Meaning 
Formal Consultative Casual Intimate Frozen Field Mode Tenor Conceptual Connotative Social Affective Reflected Collocative Thematic 
37.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
38.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
39.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal  v      
40.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
41.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
42.   v    Sailing Spoken Formal  v      
43.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
44.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
45.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal v       
46.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal v       
47.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
48.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal  v      
49.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal  v      
50.    v   Sailing Spoken Informal     v   
51.    v   Sailing Spoken Informal     v   
52.    v   Sailing Spoken Informal  v      
53.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
54.    v   Sailing Spoken Informal v       
55.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
56.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal  v      
57.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal  v      
58.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
59.   v    Sailing Spoken Formal  v      
60.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal v       
61.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal  v      
62.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
63.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
64.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
65.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal v       
66.   v    Sailing Spoken Formal v       
67.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal v       
68.   v    Sailing Spoken Informal v       
69.  v     Sailing Spoken Formal     v   
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(APP.03) Data Explanation 
No. Register utterances Explanation 
1.  First mate 
 
(Datum01/D00:07:23- 00:07:29/CTN) 
Description: First mate in whalers field is refers to a whaler under the captain‟s direct command. In common way, it means 
first friend due mate is informal form of UK‟s for friend. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
Melville second effort meets and convinces his subject to tell his past whaling experience. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He speaks that Nickerson refuse to tell him the story he after. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
The writer speaks about his experience for being a whaler and success of his previous book to the landlord. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Social 
2.  Blows 
 
(Datum02/D00:35:54- 00:36:01/CTN) 
Description: Blows in whalers field is when a whale sprays sea water from it nose, blowhole, when it is about take more 
oxygen. In common way, it means movements of slight strong air. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
Landlord starts to tell his past voyage experience to a writer. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Nickerson tells his story to a writer. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
A landlord talks about other writer and starts to tell Melville his story. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Connotative 
3.  Bull 
 
(Datum03/D00:45:06- 00:45:08/CTN) 
Description: Bull in whalers field is refers to male adult whale. In common way, it means male cow. 
a. Situation Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
A landlord talks about other writer and starts to tell Melville his story. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Nickerson tells his story to a writer. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
A landlord talks about other writer and starts to tell Melville his story. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Connotative 
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4.  Hold 
 
(Datum04/D00:46:08- 00:46:10/CTN) 
Description: Hold in whalers field is means a space in a ship to carry its goods. In common way, it means grab something in 
hands. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
A landlord talks about other writer and starts to tell Melville his story. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Nickerson tells his story to a writer. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
A landlord talks about other writer and starts to tell Melville his story. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Reflected 
5.  Compass 
 
(Datum05/D01:09:22- 01:09:25/CTN) 
Description: Compass means direction finding device that always points to north magnetic pole. In common way, it means 
limit of ability. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
A landlord talks about other writer and starts to tell Melville his story. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Nickerson tells his story to a writer. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
A landlord talks about other writer and starts to tell Melville his story. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
6.  Doldrums 
 
(Datum06/D01:33:21- 01:33:23/CTN) 
Description: Doldrums means an area of the sea there have no wind and causing sail ships unable to move. In common way, it 
means no activity that can be done in the moment. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
A landlord talks about other writer and starts to tell Melville his story. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Nickerson tells his story to a writer. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
A landlord talks about other writer and starts to tell Melville his story. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
7.  Voyage 
 
(Datum07/D01:40:49- 01:40:51/CTN) 
Description: Voyage means a journey that may take a large amount of time by ships. In common way, it means period of time. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
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 A landlord talks about other writer and starts to tell Melville his story. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Nickerson tells his story to a writer. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
A landlord talks about other writer and starts to tell Melville his story. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
8.  Green Hand 
 
(Datum08/D00:06:04- 00:06:14/CHM) 
Description: Green hand means a new recruit of whaler or a person who on board for first time of a few time. In common 
way, it means a hand that colored green. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
Melville second effort meets and convinces his subject to tell his past whaling experience. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He speaks that Nickerson refuse to tell him the story he after. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
The writer speaks about his experience for being a whaler and success of his previous book to the landlord. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Social 
9.  The Waters 
 
(Datum09/D00:45:15- 00:45:17/CHM) 
Description: Waters in whalers field is refers to a certain area of sea or ocean which holds natural resources like fish or 
whales. In common way, it means giving water to plants or animals. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
Melville second effort meets and convinces his subject to tell his past whaling experience. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He speaks that Nickerson refuse to tell him the story he after. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
The writer speaks about his experience for being a whaler and success of his previous book to the landlord. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
10.  A one-fifteenth lay 
 
(Datum10/D00:11:15-00:11:22/CPM) 
Description: Lay in whaler field refers to the payment that officer receives at the time they port after voyage. In common way, 
it means put something down. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
Company boards talk to their officer about the next voyage. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Mason discusses upcoming voyage in company‟s office. 
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3. Tenor: Formal 
The board member discusses an arrangement to his officer. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Connotative 
11.  1,500 barrels 
 
(Datum11/D00:10:22-00:10:25/COC) 
Description: 1,500 barrels, or barrels, in whaler field is refers to measurement standard for whale oil quantity number. In 
common way, it means container or gun part. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
A meeting of an employee with the board member of the company discussing the next voyage. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase speaks before the board member of the company. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The first mate discusses next voyage to board member in the company‟s office. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Reflected 
12.  Greenhorn 
 
(Datum12/D00:12:07-00:12:09/COC) 
Description: Greenhorn similar to green hand means a new recruit of whaler or a person who on board for first time of a few 
time. In common way, it means a horn that colored green. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
A conversation between Chase and Peggy about work. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase speaks angrily towards how the company treated him. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
Husband talks to his wife at their house. 
b. Function: Casual 
c. Meaning: Social 
13.  Merchant captain 
 
(Datum13/D00:12:33-00:12:35/CPC) 
Description: Merchant captain refers to a sailor who captains a merchant ship. In common way, it means a responsible 
merchant in the market. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
A conversation between Chase and Peggy about work. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase speaks angrily towards how the company treated him. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
Husband talks to his wife at their house. 
b. Function: Casual 
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c. Meaning: Conceptual 
14.  Hull 
 
(Datum14/D00:12:44- 00:12:46/CPC) 
 
Description: Hull means the part of a ship which its position mostly under the water and contains air for the ship float. In 
common way, it means remove stem and leaves from fruits, vegetables and seeds. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
A conversation between Chase and Peggy about work. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Peggy talks to Chase to not leaving. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
Husband talks to his wife at their house. 
b. Function: Casual 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
15.  Sails 
 
(Datum15/D00:17:21-00:17:23/CRP) 
Description: Sails refers to layers that tied to ship poles to catch winds which give the ship power to move. In common way, it 
means move quickly. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is about to leave the port. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase orders around the whalers. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The first mate leads the whalers to leave port. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
16.  Off-island 
 
(Datum16/D00:18:13- 00:18:19/COC) 
Description: Off-island is when a person comes from outside of the Nantucket. In common way, it means not on the island. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is about to leave the port. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He orders the whalers to lift the anchor. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The captain wants the ship to leave the port. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Social 
17.  Haul short the anchor 
 
Description: Haul short the (anchor) in whaler field is the part of ship that keeps the ship stay from the waves. In common 
way, it means a broadcaster. 
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(Datum17/D00:18:54- 00:18:56/CGP) a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is about to leave the port. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He orders the whalers to lift the anchor. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The captain wants the ship to leave the port. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
18.  The helm 
 
(Datum18/D00:18:56-00:19:01/COC) 
Description: The helm refers direction handle on boats or ships. In common way, it means officially controlling an 
organization or company. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is about to leave the port. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase orders around the whalers. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The first mate leads the whalers to leave port. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
19.  Make sail 
 
(Datum19/D00:18:56- 00:19:01/COC) 
Description: Make sail (instruction) in whaler field is when the ship needs to move using wind power and whalers ordered to 
prepare it. In common way, it means make a literally sail. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is about to leave the port. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase orders around the whalers. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The first mate leads the whalers to leave port. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Connotative 
20.  Topgallants 
 
(Datum20/D00:19:11- 00:19:15/COC) 
Description: Topgallants (gallants) refers to sails on the middle pole of ship and positioned on the middle or higher, not top, 
from the height of the pole. In common way, it means brave or polite. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is about to leave the port. 
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2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase orders around the whalers. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The first mate leads the whalers to leave port. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
21.  Clew lines 
 
(Datum21/D00:19:20- 00:19:22/COC) 
Description: Clew lines refer to lines on the corner of sail and used to control it. In common way, it means a all of yarn or 
thread. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is about to leave the port. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Joy helps give instructions to the whalers. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The second mate and first mate direct the whalers leave the port. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
22.  Braces 
 
(Datum22/D00:19:28- 00:19:34/COC) 
Description: Braces in whaler field means lines or straps on windlass that fasten or loose ship‟s sails. In common way, it 
means did 2 same things in an effort. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is about to leave the port. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase orders around the whalers. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The first mate leads the whalers to leave port. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
23.  Spanker 
 
(Datum23/D00:19:01- 00:19:03/CMJ) 
Description: Spanker refers to sails that tied above the helm to help ship change its directions. In common way, it means a 
person who hit other with hand. 
a. Situation Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is about to leave the port. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Joy helps give instructions to the whalers. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
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The second mate and first mate direct the whalers leave the port. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
24.  Clews 
 
(Datum24/D00:19:09- 00:19:10/CMJ) 
Description: (Let fall) Clews (instruction) in whaler field means to secure the sail to avoid winds. In common way, it means a 
pile of yarn or thread balls. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is about to leave the port. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Joy helps give instructions to the whalers. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The second mate and first mate direct the whalers leave the port. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
25.  Bunts 
 
(Datum25/D00:19:09- 00:19:10/CMJ) 
Description: Bunts refers to the lines on the sails which formed the sail into curved bag for the sail gain more wind for speed. 
In common way, it means offensive move in baseball. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is about to leave the port. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Joy helps give instructions to the whalers. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The second mate and first mate direct the whalers leave the port. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
26.  Sheet 
 
(Datum26/D00:19:09- 00:19:10/CMJ) 
Description: Sheet in whaler field refers to ropes which control sail‟s corner angle. In common way, it means a piece of paper. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is about to leave the port. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Joy helps give instructions to the whalers. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The second mate and first mate direct the whalers leave the port. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
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27.  Anchor's trim 
 
(Datum27/D00:19:55- 00:19:56/CRP) 
Description: Anchor's trim (information) is when the ship‟s anchor is fully pulled off the waters and the ship ready to move.  
In common way, it means cutting the anchor chains. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is about to leave the port. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He informs Chase that anchor is lifted. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
Whaler gives information to superiors. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Connotative 
28.  Watches 
 
(Datum28/D00:22:30- 00:22:34/COC) 
Description: Watches in whaler field means time rules on board for the whalers to obey. In common way, it means a device 
that shows time. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
Superiors first dinner talk on board. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase talks to both Joy and Pollard. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
First and second mate having conversation with the captain. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Social 
29.  Slop 
 
(Datum29/D00:23:02- 00:23:04/CR) 
Description: Slop refers to whalers meal which only vegetables without meat. In common way, it means dropped 
something. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
Whalers first dinner on board. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Ramsdell talks to whalers. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
Whaler talks to other whaler at their first dinner. 
b. Function: Casual 
c. Meaning: Reflected 
30.  Trimming sails 
 
(Datum30/D00:23:30- 00:23:32/COC) 
Description: Trimming means balancing the sails to gain optimal speed of the ship. In common way, it means cutting hair or 
grass. 
a. Situation Types 
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1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers briefing on board for the next day. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He talks the assignments to whalers. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
The first mate comes directly to the whalers‟s kitchen. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
31.  Six bells sharp 
 
(Datum31/D00:23:37- 00:23:41/COC) 
Description: Six bells (sharp) means six o‟clock in the morning. In common way, it means able to cut. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers briefing on board for the next day. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He talks the assignments to whalers. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The first mate comes directly to the whalers‟s kitchen. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Reflected 
32.  On deck 
 
(Datum32/D00:24:53- 00:24:56/COC) 
Description: On (deck) (instruction) is when superiors need their inferiors to be on deck immediately. In common way, it 
means a pack of cards. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
Chase orders the new whaleman to the deck. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He directly speaks to young Nickerson. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
The first mate talks to his whaleman. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
33.  Bunks 
 
(Datum33/D00:26:44- 00:26:47/COC) 
Description: Bunks similar to berth means a bed on a ship or a train that tied up to the walls and stays in a place. In common 
way, it means leave suddenly without permission or nonsense. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers first drill on board. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase directs the whalers what they have to do. 
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3. Tenor: Formal 
The first mate on deck with the whole whalers. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
34.  Five knots 
 
(Datum34/D00:27:19- 00:27:20/CMJ) 
Description: Five knots (knots) means measurement of speed of movement of ships, planes, water or air. In common way, it 
means fastening or a group of people. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The captain wants to rush their way despite of the storm. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He questions the captain‟s order. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The first mate got direct order from the captain. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
35.  Belay that 
 
(Datum35/D00:27:35- 00:27:39/CMJ) 
Description: (Belay) that (instruction) is winding around a pin or short rod inserted in a holder. In common way, it means a 
technique mountain climbing. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The captain wants to rush their way despite of the storm. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Joy follows Chase to direct whalers to produce more speed. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The second mate and first mate instruct the whalers make speed the Essex. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
36.  Stunsail boom 
 
(Datum36/D00:27:57- 00:27:58/CHC) 
Description: Stunsail (boom) refers to lower part of mast which sails stretched and tied to it. In common way, it means a long 
pole with microphone at one end of it. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The captain wants to rush their way despite of the storm. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He informs Joy that boom is ready. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
Whaler follows superior‟s instruction. 
b. Function: Formal 
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c. Meaning: Conceptual 
37.  Squall 
 
(Datum37/D00:28:38- 00:28:41/COC) 
Description: Squall means sudden strong wind or temporary storm. In common way, it means shouting voice. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
Chase tries to inform Pollard about the current situation the Essex runs direct into storm. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He starts to argue with the captain. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
First mate informs captain the possibilities the ship may deal. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
38.  Starboard bow 
 
(Datum38/D00:28:38- 00:28:41/COC) 
Description: Starboard (bow) refers to front right side of the ship. In common way, it means an honoring position or a hunting 
tool. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
Chase tries to inform Pollard about the current situation the Essex runs direct into storm. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He starts to argue with the captain. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
First mate informs captain the possibilities the ship may deal. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
39.  Skirt the edge of it 
 
(Datum39/D00:29:07- 00:29:10/CGP) 
Description: (Skirt) the edge of it (instruction) is when the ship needs to move along the edge or avoid an object or weather. In 
common way, it means a piece of women‟s clothing. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
Chase tries to inform Pollard about the current situation the Essex runs direct into storm. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He argues that the ship will be fine. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The captain has his own opinion instead of first mate. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Connotative 
40.  Main hatch 
 
Description: Main (hatch) refers to opening part lied on deck which connects it to hold. In common way, it means a crack on 
an egg when baby animal comes out. 
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(Datum40/D00:29:49,160- 
00:29:51/COC) 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship runs into the storm. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He instructs the whalers to prepare the ship. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The first mate orders the whalers on deck. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
41.  Shrouds 
 
(Datum41/D00:30:34- 00:30:36/COC) 
Description: Shrouds in whaler field refers to ropes that tied as web. In common way, it means a long piece of cloth to bury 
with dead body. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is in a storm. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase instructs the whalers about storm. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The first mate and the whole whalers on board hit a storm. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
42.  Broadsided 
 
(Datum42/D00:31:11- 00:31:13/COC) 
Description: Broadsided means overthrown by waves. In common way, it means a strong written or spoken attack. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship hit by the storm. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase directs the whalers avoid the ship from sinking. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The first mate orders the whalers in the middle of a storm. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Connotative 
43.  Veer off 
 
(Datum43/D00:31:07-00:31:08/CGP) 
Description: (Veer) off means leaving port. In common way, it means turn around to other way. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship hit by the storm. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He orders the helm to turn away from the storm. 
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3. Tenor: Formal 
The captain orders the helm to avoid the further damage by storm. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
44.  Port 
 
(Datum44/D00:33:30-00:33:50/CGP) 
Description: Port means an area for ships and boats to harbor near beach or shore. In common way, it means a computer part 
to connect other devices. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship needs to  port according to captain. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Pollard instructs Chase for the next day. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The captain wants a meeting with the first mate. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
45.  Right or sperm 
 
(Datum45/D00:36:09-00:36:11/CGP) 
Description: Right or sperm in whaler field means certain species of whales which are right whale and sperm whale. In 
common way, it means right means direction and sperm means reproductive cell produce by male animal. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers finally encounter a whale. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He asks the whalers to confirm what whale the find. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
Captain confirms the information to his whalers. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
46.  Flukes 
 
(Datum46/D00:36:13- 00:36:15/CCC) 
Description: Flukes is whales behavior which they splash their tail on water surface. In common way, it means something 
good result of chance instead skills or plan. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers finally encounter a whale‟s school. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He exclaims the whale‟s school position. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
Whalers begin to whale hunting. 
b. Function: Consultative 
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c. Meaning: Conceptual 
47.  Oars 
 
(Datum47/D00:37:02- 00:37:05/COC) 
Description: Oars refers to long stick with wide flat part at the one end or both ends to row boat. In common way, it means a 
person who intervenes other people conversation or activity which cause other annoyed. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers are start to hunting. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase orders the whalers on the boat. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The first mate and the whalers are on their way to hunting. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
48.  Breach 
 
(Datum48/00:37:08- 00:37:01/CGP) 
Description: Breach in whaler field is when a whale sighted to be swims at water surface. In common way, it means breaking 
rules or legal orders. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers have start the whale hunting. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Pollard instructs the boat to reach the whales. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The captain leads the whalers hunt the whale. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Connotative 
49.  Full pressure 
 
(Datum49/D00:37:08- 00:37:01/CGP) 
Description: Full pressure (instruction) is when the ship or boat need it top speed. In common way, it means pressure in tube 
or container has reaches its limit. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers have start the whale hunting. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Pollard instructs the boat to reach the whales. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The captain leads the whalers hunt the whale. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Connotative 
50.  Calf Description: Calf in whaler field refers to baby or juvenile whale. In common way, it means young or newborn cow. 
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(Datum50/D00:37:27- 00:37:34/CR) 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers are in the middle of whale school. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Ramsdell tells young Nickerson about whales. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
Senior whaleman and young whaleman in the same boat. 
b. Function: Casual 
c. Meaning: Reflected 
51.  Cow 
 
(Datum51/D00:37:27- 00:37:34/CR) 
Description: Cow in whaler field refers to female adult whale. In common way, it means the exact cow. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers are in the middle of whale school. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Ramsdell tells young Nickerson about whales. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
Senior whaleman and young whaleman in the same boat. 
b. Function: Casual 
c. Meaning: Reflected 
52.  Chimney's afire 
 
(Datum52/D00:41:58- 00:41:59/CBL) 
Description: Chimney's afire in whaler field is when whale spays blood from it nose after stabbed few times during its capture 
effort. In common way, it means literal chimney is being used. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers succeed in capture of the whale. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Lawrence exclaims they kill the whale already. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
Whalers celebrate their job well. 
b. Function: Casual 
c. Meaning: Connotative 
53.  140 fathoms 
 
(Datum53/D00:39:40- 00:39:43/CR) 
Description: 140 fathoms (fathoms) means measurement of length of lines. In common way, it means discover meaning of 
something. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers got a whale on the first hunt. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
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Ramsdell informs Chase the line length. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
Whaler and First mate in the same hunting boat. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
54.  Backwater 
 
(Datum54/D00:41:48- 00:41:49/CMJ) 
Description: Backwater refers to water wave caused by movement of whale when it is on surface. In common way, it means 
part of river that the water does not flow. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers succeed in capture of the whale. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Joy warns that the whale splash big amount of water. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
The whalers excited for they got the whale. 
b. Function: Casual 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
55.  Leagues 
 
(Datum55/D00:48:21- 00:48:24/CCP) 
Description: Thousand (leagues) means measurement of distance equals to kilometer. In common way, it means organization 
or a sport event. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The superiors meet other foreign whaler. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Pelaez drinks with The Essex captain, first and second mate. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
Foreign ship‟s captain talks to The Essex superiors. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
56.  The school 
 
(Datum56/D00:54:49- 00:54:52/CGP) 
Description: The school in whaler field refers to a group of whales. In common way, it means a place where educational 
activity is held. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The boat is hit by the white whale and is leaking. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase orders Bond to lift the boat to the ship. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
First mate and some whalers repair the boat. 
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b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Connotative 
57.  Beach us on her 
 
(Datum57/D00:55:03- 00:55:04/CGP) 
Description: (Beach) us on her (instruction) is when harpooner is on perfect spot to stab the whale with harpoon. In common 
way, it means area of sand or stones near sea. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The second hunting is begins. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Pollard orders the whalers to throw the harpoon to the whale. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The captain sees an opportunity to capture the whale. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Connotative 
58.  Foremast 
 
(Datum58/D00:57:28- 00:57:31/COC) 
Description: Foremast (mast) refers to pole on the front middle of the ship. In common way, it means radio antenna. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
Chase intends to capture the white whale. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He orders the whalers on the ship to preapare. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The first mate and whalers try to capture the white whale. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
59.  Listing 
 
(Datum59/D00:59:18- 00:59:20/CHC) 
Description: Listing in whaler field means the ship is leaning on one side. In common way, it means record of information on 
a sheet paper or notes. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers are hunting while the Essex damaged by the white whale. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He informs Pollard the ship‟s condition. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
Whalers on hunting boat talks to the captain. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Connotative 
60.  Stove Description: Stove means something put other thing upside down. In common way, it means cooking equipment uses gas or 
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(Datum60/D01:00:56- 01:00:58/COC) 
electricity. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is sinking after damaged by the white whale. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase informs Pollard the current condition. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
First mate and the whole whalers prepare to leave the ship. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
61.  Row 
 
(Datum61/D01:01:16- 01:01:21/COC) 
Description: Row means boats float in the same direction. In common way, it means noisy argument or line in the tables. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The ship is sinking after damaged by the white whale. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Chase informs Pollard the current condition. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
First mate and the whole whalers prepare to leave the ship. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Connotative 
62.  Provisions 
 
(Datum62/D01:01:35- 01:01:37/CMJ) 
Description: Provisions means food and water ration. In common way, it means statement in an agreement or a law terms. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers are leaving the sinking ship. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Joy directs the whalers to prepare to leave the ship. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
Second mate and the whole whalers last effort to take anything worth it. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
63.  Yard 
 
(Datum63/D01:01:56- 01:01:59/CMJ) 
Description: Yard refers to upper part of mast which sails stretched and tied to it. In common way, it means length 
measurement or garden near house. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers are leaving the sinking ship. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
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Joy directs the whalers to prepare to leave the ship. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
Second mate and the whole whalers last effort to take anything worth it. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
64.  Tack lines 
 
(Datum64/D01:01:54- 01:01:56/CBL) 
Description: (Tack) lines refers to lines that control sails to receive wind or not. In common way, it means equipment in horse 
riding sport. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers are leaving the sinking ship. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
He orders other whalers to take lines. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
Whalers are scavenging the Essex. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
65.  Drifted 
 
(Datum65/D01:09:37- 01:09:41/CGP) 
Description: Drifted means floating on water without any effort to move and let the wave move. In common way, it means a 
turning maneuver in car driving. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whole whalers stranded in the ocean after attacked by the white whale. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Pollard informs the whalers their current position. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The captain and his whalers are in the middle of nowhere in the ocean. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
66.  Six degrees latitude 
 
(Datum66/D01:09:37- 01:09:41/CGP) 
Direction: Six degrees latitude (latitude) refers to measurement of equator position of south or north. In common way, it 
means freedom to behave and think. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whole whalers stranded in the ocean after attacked by the white whale. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Pollard informs the whalers their current position. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
The captain and his whalers are in the middle of nowhere in the ocean. 
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b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
67.  Map 
 
(Datum67/D01:19:28-01:19:36/CGP) 
Description: Map means earth‟s drawing which show certain criteria and information about earth surface. In common way, it 
means planning something in details. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers reach the island and make shelter. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Pollard discusses current condition with Chase. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
The captain having conversation with the first mate. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
68.  Quadrant 
 
(Datum68/D01:19:28- 01:19:36/CGP) 
Description: Quadrant means measurement of star‟s height for calculating direction on the sea. In common way, it means 
quarter of a circle. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers reach the island and make shelter. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Pollard discusses current condition with Chase. 
3. Tenor: Informal 
The captain having conversation with the first mate. 
b. Function: Consultative 
c. Meaning: Conceptual 
69.  Vessel 
 
(Datum69/D01:32:05- 01:32:08/CGP) 
Description: Vessel refers to small boat, rescue boat or whaleboat. In common way, it means tube or container. 
a. Situation Types 
1. Field: Sailing 
The whalers stranded for weeks on the ocean. 
2. Mode: Spoken 
Pollard talks to Ramsdell about the final decision. 
3. Tenor: Formal 
Captain gives his final order to his whaler. 
b. Function: Formal 
c. Meaning: Reflected 
 
 
 
 
 
